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Abstract

It has been 10 years since the first hybrid halide perovskite photovoltaics was fabricated.

Power conversion efficiency increases from the initial 3.8% to the current 25.2%. Fabrication

method envolves from spin-coating to printable technology, and we deeply experience the

drastic development of hybrid halide perovskite photovoltaics.

Although hybrid halide photovoltaics render a variety of advantages over traditional

photovoltaics, we still cannot find any practical application of these hybrid halide photo-

voltaics. There exist a few issues which hinder the commercialization of this type of solar

cell. Among these issues, the long-term instability of hybrid halide perovskite is the main

concern for the next development. This thesis expands on investigating the instability of

hybrid halide perovskites from first principles.

In Chapter 1, two computational methods employed in the thesis: density functional

theory and Ab initio molecular dynamics are introduced.

Theoretical investigations of the instability of CH3NH3PbI3 using density functional the-

ory method are mainly conducted at 0 K. The finite temperature effect on this instability

of CH3NH3PbI3 is usually neglected. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we combined density func-

tional calculations and additional thermodynamic data to explain the intrinsic instability

of CH3NH3PbI3 under finite temperature conditions. We also analyzed the stability under

humid conditions. It is shown that the aqueous solubilities of reactants play an important

role in the products’ stabilities.
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The Born–Haber cycle of NaCl splits the enthalpy change into several components which

will give a better understanding of the origin of the corresponding enthalpy change. In

Chapter 3, with the extension of the Born–Haber cycle to the hybrid halide perovskites, the

reaction enthalpies which govern the intrinsic instability of ionic compounds were analyzed.

We proposed a criterion that helps to filter the hybrid halide perovskites with improved

stability aimed for photovoltaics.

Since the instability of CH3NH3PbI3 is intrinsic. The long-term instability can be settled

by discovering alternative perovskite absorber. In Chapter 4, based on literature research,

we propose a three-membered ring cation which has a suitable size to fit into the Pb-I

framework, leading to optimal band gap for photovoltaics. Besides, the cation has a good

ionization energy which will potentially render better stability. Whereas, a comprehensive

study of this cyclic ring based perovskite indicates that the instability of the three-membered

ring cation will make it impossible to synthesize this theoretical structure.

Moisture degradation mechanisms of CH3NH3PbI3 are investigated intensively. More

importantly, for practical photovoltaics, we have to imagine different situations the modules

will encounter, e.g. after a couple of years, cracks appearing on the modules are inevitable,

at this stage, understanding of the degradation mechanism of CH3NH3PbI3 according to

liquid water becomes important. Chapter 6 elaborately describes a comprehensive degrada-

tion mechanism of CH3NH3PbI3 under liquid water. We investigate the energy barrier for

the first dissolution event of CH3NH3PbI3 in water. Furthermore, thermodynamic analyses

of CH3NH3PbI3 dissolution in water clearly explain the spontaneity of CH3NH3PbI3 degra-

dation in water. Besides, different mechanisms of CH3NH3PbI3 and CsPbI3 dissolution in

water are discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 World energy consumption and photovoltaics

In the next 50 years, the current 7.7 billion people will extend to 10 billion. Energy,

water, food, environment, poverty, war, disease, education, democracy, and population

growth are the top ten problems that human beings need to face in the future. Among

them, a sustainable supply of energy takes the first place4. It seems that finding such

a clear endless source of energy is urgent16. Solar energy is considered to be affordable,

inexhaustible, clean and powerful. The fact is that the amount of solar energy reaching

the earth within one hour can provide demand for the whole world for about one year33.

Although solar energy seems very promising, the usage of the solar resource is quite low

compared with world energy consumption, shown in Fig. 1.1. It indicates the consumption

of solar energy is only v2% among all energy consumption in 2016 and the usage of solar

energy smoothly increases. A quite large amount of solar power we consume today is coming

from concentrated sunlight and running stream turbines activated by the heat from boiled

water or salts after absorbing solar radiation3. Photovoltaics contributes 30% of this amount

and mainly produced by silicon-based panels2. Mining raw materials, fabrication of solar

module, the transmission of electricity generated from solar power are responsible for the

1
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Figure 1.1: Global renewable energy consumption, terawatt-hours. [Courtesy of Our
World in Data]
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b

c

Figure 1.2: The crystal structure of CaTiO3: Ca atom is coloured green, Ti atom is
coloured in blue and O atom is coloured in brown.

low usage of silicon photovoltaics. To improve these drawbacks of the traditional solar cell,

there are several emerging photovoltaic materials, such as the dye-sensitized solar cell36, the

quantum dot solar cell20, the organic solar cell18, etc. Among these emerging technologies,

hybrid halide perovskite24 solar cells demonstrate the most potential to change the quota

of world energy consumption.

1.2 Hybrid halide perovskite photovoltaics

1.2.1 Emerging of perovskite photovoltaics and its development

In 1839, a German mineralogist named Gustav Rose discovered the perovskite structure

CaTiO3 in the Ural Mountains. The crystal structure is shown in Fig. 1.2. The general

formula of this compound is ABX3. Ca atom occupies the body center (A site) of perovskite

structure, Ti atoms are located at each corner (B site), and O atoms stay in the middle of

each bond (X site). The ion radius on A site is usually larger than the one on B site. The

unit cell of an ideal perovskite structure consists of corner-sharing BX6 octahedra and A is

occupied cuboctahedral in the center. Over a century later of finding the natural perovskite

CaTiO3, Weber44 first synthesized hybrid halide perovskite in 1978. The crystal structures

of hybrid halide organic-inorganic perovskite are originated from the mineral CaTiO3. A

3
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a

b

c

Figure 1.3: The crystal structure of CH3NH3PbI3: C atom is coloured brown, N atom is
coloured cyan, H atom is coloured light pink, Pb atom is in the center of the octahedral

surrounded by purple I atom.

large monovalent organic methylammonium (CH3NH3) cation was located at the A site,

a lead atom possesses B site of the structure and halide atoms are located at the X sites

between two adjacent lead atoms. The structure is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Early research of

the hybrid perovskites was focused on the potential of superconductor31, carrier transport

as semiconducting channels21, etc. Until 2009, the first hybrid halide perovskite solar cell

was fabricated as a form of dye-sensitized solar cell with a power conversion efficiency (PCE)

of 3.81% by Tsutomu Miyasaka24. Tsutomu Miyasaka used hybrid halide perovskite as the

dye absorbed on mesoscopic TiO2. However, the first version of the perovskite solar cell

was quite unstable. The halide electrolyte will erode the perovskite active layer within

a few minutes. A breakthrough came three years later: instead of iodine/iodide redox

electrolyte, using a solid-state spiro-OMeTAD as the hole transporter largely increases the

stability of hybrid halide perovskite solar cell with a PCE larger than 9%22,26. In 2013,

Burschka et al.7 utilized a novel sequential deposition method and made a planar cell

structure rather than the previous mesoporous scaffold perovskite, with a PCE about 15%.

Introducing another promising formamidinium cation into current methylammonium lead

halide perovskite improved the crystallization properties of the perovskite thin film and

boosted the PCE to 20.2%. In 2016, Saliba et al.41 obtained a more stable perovskite solar
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Figure 1.4: 2019 Best Research-Cell Efficiencies chart from the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory1

cell when adding a third type of cation Cs into the perovskite alloy with a PCE of 21.1%. The

best research-cell efficiencies chart from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory records

the development of different photovoltaic technologieshave from 1975 to nowadays, shown

in Fig. 1.4. The chart clearly shows that the dramatic increase of PCE for perovskite-based

photovoltaics compared with other emerging photovoltaic technologies. It is certified that

the latest world record PCE of perovskite photovoltaics has roared up to 25.2% which have

already competed for the thin-film polycrystalline silicon photovoltaics(21.2%)1. Except for

the high PCE of perovskite solar cells, the intrinsic softness of hybrid halide perovskite32

makes the procedure of cell module fabrication printable30,39. These printable technologies

will largely diminish the drawbacks mentioned previously of traditional solar cells.
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Figure 1.5: Adding a bismuth layer to repel stimuli which potentially degrade
CH3NH3PbI3

46. With permission requested from Nature Communications.

1.2.2 Problems to overcome

Although the hybrid halide perovskite solar cells possess a lot of unique advantages com-

pared with the traditional solar cells even along with the emerging of the printable tech-

nology, there still exist a few issues to address which hinder the commercialization of this

technology. Among these issues, the long-term instability of hybrid halide perovskite is the

main concern.

Plenty of methods have been proposed to stabilize hybrid halide perovskites. In 2019,

Wu et al.46 proposed that adding a chemically inert bismuth interlayer will largely improve

the stability of perovskite photovoltaic devices. And this protective Bi-based film will keep

88% of its initial PCE after 250 days when stored in ambient air in the dark without

any encapsulation, shown in Fig. 1.5. The cost of perovskite module is less than 50% of

the cost of silicon techonology10. Whereas, successfully commercialized solar cells should

meet an essential condition which is to work stably as long as 25 years. One-year lifetime

for perovskite photovoltaics questions the practical cost of perovskite photovoltaics15. It

still has a long way to go. To be specific, the hybrid halide perovskite solar cells will

degrade under humidity, heat, light and even oxygen6,12,28,38. From the first–principles

prediction, the hybrid halide perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 is thermodynamically unstable49. As

a result, room–temperature tetragonal CH3NH3PbI3 phase will separate into two different

phases: CH3NH3I and PbI2. It means that hybrid halide perovskites are unstable even
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Figure 1.6: Compared with silicon techonoly, 1 year lifetime for perovskite photovoltaics
hinders its commercialization15. With permission requested from Nature Communications.

without contacting water, oxygen, and light. It is soon experimentally proved that this

type of perovskite is intrinsically unstable. At 85◦ which is assumed as the photovoltaics

operation temperature on a roof on a hot summer day according to International Standards

(IEC 61646 climatic chamber tests), it is proved that the crystal structure of CH3NH3PbI3

decomposes into PbI2 and CH3NH3I without invasion of any water, oxygen, and light11. As

discussed above, encapsulation cannot stabilize the hybrid halide perovskites as long as 25

years. Thermodynamical instability will finally break down the perovskites within a short

period. To commercialize hybrid halide perovskite solar cells, it is important to develop

the alternative hybrid halide perovskite materials which possess comparable properties for

photovoltaics and have to be intrinsic stable.

Another problem is that lead ions (Pb2+) are poisonous for lives. It can cause damage

to brains, internal organs and bones. Air, water, soil, food can be contaminated by lead.

Unfortunately, lead in hybrid halide perovskite plays an important role in these excellent

properties. Early investigations on electronic properties of hybrid halide perovskites in-

dicate that lead and halide atoms make a great contribution to the optimum band gaps

for photovoltaics13,43,48. Lead-free hybrid halide perovskite solar cells seem to be promis-

ing. CH3NH3SnI3 based perovskite solar cells were reported with the highest efficiency

exceeding 6%19,35. NH2CH−−NH2 is slightly larger than CH3NH3, replacement of CH3NH3
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with NH2CH−−NH2 will generate a even more suitable band gap (1.43 eV) material for

photovoltaics37. A year later, NH2CH−−NH2SnI3 perovskite solar cells were reported with

efficiency around 5%23,27. However, under ambient environment, Sn2+ ion will be easily

oxidized, and transfer to Sn4+ ion with higher oxidation state which breaks the charge

neutrality and the Sn–based perovskites decompose35.

In this thesis, we focus on the instability of hybrid halide perovskites from the first

principle sides. The project expands as in the following order. Firstly, characterize the

instability through density functional theory calculation combined with experimental data.

Secondly, decompose the close-to-zero reaction enthalpy, and get a deeper understanding

of the instability. Then, trying to find a perovskite structure with good stability as well

as promising photovoltaic properties. However, we focus on the stability defined by phase

separation, we neglect the instability of the proposed three-membered ring cation.

At last, water degrades hybrid halide perovskite immediately17. Two extreme water

content conditions have to be considered: atmospheric moisture and liquid water. Both of

the mechanisms are important. For fresh perovskite photovoltaics, moisture degradation is

important for endurance. There are many publications investigating the moisture–induced

degradation of CH3NH3PbI3
5,14,25,29,40,42,45,47. However, since it is photovoltaics, we have to

imagine different situations it will encounter, e.g. after a couple of years, cracks appearing

on the modules are inevitable, at this stage understanding the liquid water degradation

mechanism becomes important.

However, there are fewer publications about liquid water degradation pathway8,9,34. It

is still unclear about the mechanism of CH3NH3PbI3 degradation in liquid water, such

as the energy barrier, decomposition details. To investigate this unknown area, using ab

initio metadynamics to find the energy barrier for the initial dissolution, and using den-

sity functional theory combined with thermodynamic data, we explain the mechanisms for

CH3NH3PbI3 and CsPbI3 dissolution in water.
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Chapter 2

Computational method

Density functional theory (DFT) is a computational modelling method based on quantum

mechanics. From quantum mechanics, the wave function of a given system can tell all the

information about the system. In order to find the wave function of a specific system,

it is necessary to solve the Schrödinger equations. DFT is such a method that offers an

approximate solution to the Schrödinger equations of an interested system. This Chapter

discussed the theory and background of the simulation method used in the thesis.

2.1 The Schrödinger equation

The Schrödinger equation helps us to describe the properties of a system which consists of

many atoms. One simple form of the Schrödinger equation is listed below:

HΨ = EΨ (2.1.1)

It is the time independent, nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation. In the equation, Hamilto-

nian H is the total energy operator for a system. Ψ is the set of solutions, or eigenstates of

the Hamiltonian. When input specific solutions Ψn into the Schrödinger equation, it will
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generate the corresponding eigenvalue En which is a real number. It will be complicated

when many electrons and nuclei exist in a system. In detail, H explicitly describes the

Coulombic electrostatic interactions between the quantum particles of the system.

H(R,r) = Te(r) + Tn(R) + Uee(r) + Unn(R) + Uen(R, r) (2.1.2)

In Eq. (2.1.2), the first term on the right side is the kinetic energy operator of the electrons

which can be described in detail:

Te(r) = −
∑
i

~
2me
∇2
i , (2.1.3)

where r is the coordinates of electrons, ~ is the Planck’s constant. me is mass of an electron,

and i indicates i-th electron. The second term on the right side gives the kinetic energy

operator of the nuclei,

Tn(R) = −
∑
I

~
2MI

∇2
I , (2.1.4)

where R is the coordinates of nuclei, MI is the mass of I-th nucleus. The third term

describes the Coulombic interaction between electrons,

Uee(r) =
1

2

∑
i 6=j

e2

4πε0

1

|ri − rj |
, (2.1.5)

where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum. The forth term indicates the Coulombic interaction

between nuclei,

Unn(R) =
1

2

∑
I 6=J

e2

4πε0

ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |

, (2.1.6)
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where Z is the charge of nucleus. The last term renders the Coulombic interaction between

each electron with each nucleus,

Uen(R, r) = −1

2

∑
i,I

e2

4πε0

ZI
|ri −RI |

. (2.1.7)

Combine each term of the explicit H (Eq. (2.1.3)–Eq. (2.1.7)) into Eq. (2.1.1), a more

complicated many-body Schrödinger equation comes:

[−
∑
i

~
2me
∇2
i −

∑
I

~
2MI

∇2
I +

1

2

∑
i 6=j

e2

4πε0

1

|ri − rj |

+
1

2

∑
I 6=J

e2

4πε0

ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |

− 1

2

∑
i,I

e2

4πε0

ZI
|ri −RI |

]Ψ = EtotΨ (2.1.8)

To solve this many-body Schrödinger equation for a real material is too complicated. Several

approximations are utilized to simplify this equation.

2.2 Hartree-Fock equations

From quantum mechanics, we know that nuclei are much heavier than electrons (more than

1800 times). That means when there exists external field, electrons must react much faster

than nuclei. As a result, it is possible and easy to treat nuclei and electrons separately.

This separation of nuclei and electrons can be realized by the Oppenheimer approximation.

Therefore, it is considered that MI =∞. The kinetic energy of nuclei are disppeared:

−∑
i

~
2me
∇2
i +

1

2

∑
i 6=j

e2

4πε0

1

|ri − rj |
− 1

2

∑
i,I

e2

4πε0

ZI
|ri −RI |

Ψ = EΨ (2.2.1)

Due to the immobile nuclei, the Coulombic interactions between nuclei become constants

which are moved to right-hand side. In Eq. (2.2.1), E captures the total energy of all the
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electrons in the system

E = Etot −
1

2

∑
I 6=J

e2

4πε0

ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |

, (2.2.2)

since coordinates of nuclei which are external parameters are regarded as constants.

However, the second term in Eq. (2.2.1) the Coulombic interaction between electrons

requires the coordinates of each electron which cannot be measured. Instead of this electron-

electron interaction, an average electrostatic potential generated by electrons is employed

to simplify this interaction. Before iterating this average electrostatic potential, we first

introduce a quantity which can be measured. Note that the wave function of any specific

electron is impossible to be observed. At particular set of coordinates, r1, r2, . . . , rN , the

appearance probability of a single electron can be measured. This probability can be de-

scribed as Ψ∗(r1, . . . , rN )Ψ(r1, . . . , rN ). The summation of the probability is the density of

electrons n(r) at a particular position.

n(r) = 2
∑
i

Ψ∗i (r)Ψi(r) (2.2.3)

Through Poisson’s equation, n(r) will generate an electrostatic potential which is mentioned

average electrostatic potential. VH is Hartree potential,

∇VH(r) = −4πn(r) (2.2.4)

Further, the Hartree potential is shown in

VH(r) =

∫
dr′

n(r′)

|r− r′|
. (2.2.5)

Based on Eq. (2.2.5), the Hartree energy can be obtained

UH(r) =
1

2

∫ ∫
e2

4πε0
drdr′

n(r)n(r′)

|r− r′|
. (2.2.6)
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Here, the Hartree product is introduced based on an approximation which assumes the

electrons are independant with each other.

Ψ = φ1(r1)φ2(r2) · · · φN (rN ), (2.2.7)

where φ1(r1) is the single electron wavefunction. Corresponding energy on the right side

becomes

E = ε1 + ε2 · · ·+εN. (2.2.8)

Now, incorporate Eq. (2.2.5) and Eq. (2.2.7) into Eq. (2.2.1), and write the resultant equa-

tion in the form of single-electron wavefunction equations

[
− ~

2me
∇2
i −

1

2

e2

4πε0

ZI
|ri −RI |

+

∫
dr′

n(r′)

|r− r′|

]
φi = εiφi (2.2.9)

Here, Pauli exclusion principle is realized by using the Slater determinant

δE

δφ∗i
= 0, (2.2.10)

∫
drφ∗i (r) = δij (2.2.11)

Incorporate this extra term into Eq. (2.2.9), we can obtain the Hartree-Fock equations

[
− ~

2me
∇2
i −

1

2

e2

4πε0

ZI
|ri −RI |

+

∫
dr′

n(r′)

|r− r′|

]
φi

− e2

4πε0

N∑
j=1

∫
dr′

φj(r
′)∗φi(r

′)φj(r)

|r− r′|
δσiδσj = εiφi (2.2.12)

Similar as previously mentioned, the first term on the left side of Eq. (2.2.12) is the kinetic

energy of i -th electron; the second term gives the Coulombic interaction of i -th electron and
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I -th nucleus; the third term approximates electron-electron interaction as an average elec-

trostatic field VH which includes self-interaction. However, to eleminate the self-interaction

introduced from the third term, the forth term is introduced

Vx(r, r′) = −
∑
j

φ∗j (r
′)φj(r)

|r− r′|
, (2.2.13)

this Vx is named Fock exchange potential. This additional potential increases the accuracy

from independant electron approximation in Eq. (2.2.12).

2.3 Kohn-Sham equations

The setting of Hartree-Fock equations can solve the Schrödinger equation and the solutions

are improved by Fock exchange potential of Eq. (2.2.13). Whereas, the Slater determinant

cannot capture the full Coulombic correlations of electrons. Here, another component is

added to the current Hamiltonian. This additional term is Uc which accounts for the rest

correlations between electrons. Including all the components discussed before, it is obtained

the Kohn-Sham equations

[

known︷ ︸︸ ︷
Te + Uen + UH +Ex + Ec︸ ︷︷ ︸

unknown

]φi(r) = εiφi(r), (2.3.1)

where Ex is exchange energy that can be obtained via Eq. (2.2.13). Ec is the correlation

energy which account for the electron correlation not captured by Hartree Fock theory.

Since from Eq. (2.1.1), the energy value can be obtained through

E = 〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉 . (2.3.2)
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In Eq. (2.3.1), the kinetic energy, Coulombic interaction between electrons and nuclei and

the Hartree potential are known, and combined with Eq. (2.3.2), the known energy Eknown

Eknown = 〈Ψ|Uen|Ψ〉+ 〈Ψ|Te + UH|Ψ〉 . (2.3.3)

Eknown is the total energy under independant electron approximation. Kohn and Sham com-

bine the unknown Ex and Ec together as a exchange-correlation term Exc. The Hobenberg-

Kohn theorem states that the total energy of electrons from a system at its ground state

is a functional of the electron density. Hence, Kohn-Sham equations 2,4 can be expressed as

below

E = − ~
2me

∑
i

∫
d(r)φ∗i (r)∇2

iφi(r)− 1

2

e2

4πε0

∫
d(r)n(r)

ZI
|ri −RI |

+
1

2

e2

4πε0

∫ ∫
drdr′

n(r)n(r′)

|r− r′|
+ Exc[n(r)] (2.3.4)

2.3.1 Exchange and correlation functional

In Kohn’s Nobel Prize lecture3, he talked about the exchange-correlation term:

”The Kohn–Sham theory may be regarded as the formal exactification of Hartree theory.

With the exact Exc and Vxc all many-body effects are in principle included. Clearly this

directs attention to the functional Exc[n]. The practical usefulness of ground-state DFT

depends entirely on whether approximations for the functional Exc[n] could be found, which

are at the same time sufficiently simple and sufficiently accurate.”

To solve the Kohn–Sham equations, the exchange–correlation function, Exc[{Ψi}], has to

be specified. It is hard to find the specific Exc[{Ψi}]. However, there is one way to derive

the Exc[{Ψi}]. The uniform electron gas which has constant electron density at all points,

n(r) = constant, provides a practical way to solve the Kohn–Sham equations. Set the

known exchange–correlation potential from the uniform electron gas at the electron density
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observed at that position instead of the exchange–correlation potential in the Kohn–Sham

equations

Vxc(r) = V electron gas
xc [n(r)]. (2.3.5)

This approximation is called local density approximation (LDA)7. It uses only the local

density to estimate the exchange–correlation functional. Although the LDA is not the true

exchange–correlation functional, it is important that the LDA completely defines the Kohn–

Sham equations. Many different exchange–correlation functionals have been developed by

researchers afterward. But there is still no perfectly defined exchange–correlation functional

that can accurately solve the Kohn–Sham equations for systems with plenty numbers of

atoms.

Compared with LDA, generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is an approach which

contains more physical information than LDA. There are many distinct GGA function-

als, for example, the Perdew–Wang functional (PW91)5 and the Perdew–Burbe–Ernzerhof

functional (PBE)6 can predict accurate results for solid systems.

2.4 Ab Initio molecular dynamics

Instead of approximation of static nuclei from DFT, the movement of nuclei in Ab Initio

molecular dynamics is considered. Compared with static calculations of DFT, Ab Initio

molecular dynamics makes understanding dynamic structures possible. Specifically, the Ab

Initio molecular dynamics can capture the bond breaking and forming during a chemical

reaction. This advantage facilitates the progressing of Chapter 6.
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2.4.1 Formalism of Ab Initio molecular dynamics

Different from previously discussed time-independent Schrödinger equation, Ab Initio molec-

ular dynamics starts from time-dependent Schrödinger equation

HΨ(t) = i~
∂

∂t
Ψ(t) (2.4.1)

Rewrite the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.1.2) for a system

H(R,r) = Unn(R) +

He(R,r)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Te(r) + Tn(R) + Uee(r) + Uen(R, r) (2.4.2)

Combine the Te(r), Tn(R), Uee(r), Uen(R, r) to a electronic Hamiltonian He(R,r). Split

the wavefunction to individual wavefunctions generates,

Ψ(r,R, t) =
∑

φl(r,R)χl(R, t), (2.4.3)

where χl is regarded as the corresponding wavefunction of the nucleus. This expansion of the

wavefunction is similar to Eq. (2.2.7). The difference between Eq. (2.2.7) and Eq. (2.4.3) is

the latter time-dependent wavefunction of the nucleus is coupled with wavefunction of elec-

trons. Combine Eq. (2.4.1) and Eq. (2.4.3), it is obtained the time-dependent Schrödinger

equation for dynamic nuclei,

[
−
∑
I

~2

2MI
∇2
I + Ek(RI)

]
χk +

∑
l

ςklχl = i~
∂

∂t
χk (2.4.4)

where ςkl denotes a coupling operator which gives the degree of coupling between electron

wavefunction and nuclear wavefunction.

Here, Born-Oppenheimer approximation is taken to simply Eq. (2.4.4): the electrons

and nuclei are fully decoupled. Under this approximation, ςkl disappears and Eq. (2.4.4)
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comes to [
−
∑
I

~2

2MI
∇2
I + Ek(RI)

]
χk = i~

∂

∂t
χk (2.4.5)

Based on Hamiltonian of many-body Schrödinger equation and time-dependent Schrödinger

equation, the Schrödinger equation of nuclei is obtained for a specific molecular dynamics

step. Next step is to utilize classical mechanics updating the positions of corresponding

nuclei.

Write one solution for a nuclear wavefunction

χk(RI , t) = Ak(RI , t)exp [iSk(RI), t/~] , (2.4.6)

where Ak is the amplitude of the solution and Sk is the phase for a specific electronic state

k. Transforming Eq. (2.4.5) with Eq. (2.4.6) gives a relation between phase parameter Sk

with nuclear wavefunction at electronic state k

∂Sk
∂t

+
∑
I

1

2MI
(∇ISk)2 + Ek = ~2

∑
I

1

2MI

∇2
IAk
Ak

. (2.4.7)

When considering classical limit ~→ 0, Eq. (2.4.7) simplifies to

∂Sk
∂t

+
∑
I

1

2MI
(∇ISk)2 + Ek = 0. (2.4.8)

From Eq. (2.4.6), probability density ρk of the nucleus can be obtained

ρk = |χk2| ≡ Ak2. (2.4.9)

And define the current density Jk,I as

Jk,I = Ak
2(∇ISk)/MI . (2.4.10)
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According to the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation

∂Sk
∂t

+Hk(RI ,∇ISk) = 0. (2.4.11)

Combined with classic Hamilton function, it is obtained the classical mechanics of nuclei

MIR̈I(t) = −∇IVkBO (2.4.12)

where Vk
BO is an effective potential which drives the movement of nuclei.

2.4.2 Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics

Next step of Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics is to obtain the electrons equations of

motion. According to time-dependent Schrödinger equations, it is obtained the Kohn–Sham

equations for the fixed nuclear positions. Followed by definition of the nuclei as classical

points using equations of motion. Hence, definition of electronic equations of motion is

relied on the classical dynamics of nuclei

MIR̈I(t) = −∇Imin{〈Ψ0|He|Ψ0〉}. (2.4.13)

E0Ψ0 = HeΨ0 (2.4.14)

Then, use the framework of Kohn-Sham equations and Lagrange’s formalism, Eq. (2.4.13)

and Eq. (2.4.14) transform to

MIR̈I(t) = −∇Imin{〈Ψ0|He
KS|Ψ0〉}, (2.4.15)
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He
KSφi =

∑
j

Λijφj . (2.4.16)

where He
KS denotes the Hamiltonian for electronic part of time-dependent Schrödinger

equation under Kohn-Sham theory. Λij is the Lagrange multiplier which is used for imposing

constrains.

2.5 Pseudopotential

A suitable pseudopotential describes a chosen set of core electrons which generate a smoothed

density chosen to satisfy various important physical properties from a real set of core elec-

trons. The introduction of pseudopotential can intensively increase calculating efficient.

Alternatively, the calculations which do not introduce frozen core approximation are named

all–electron calculations. Pseudopotentials with high cutoff energies are called hard pseu-

dopotentials. Those pseudopotential requiring relatively low cutoff energies are recognized

as soft pseudopotentials. Developed by Vanderbilt, the ultrasoft pseudopotentials (USPPs)

are one widely used pseudopotentials. However, using USPPs is based on empirical param-

eters. Blöchl invented another pseudopotential called projector augmented–wave (PAW)

method1. By careful comparison of USPPs, the PAW method, the results are basically

identical in many kinds of calculations. When comparing these pseudopotential based cal-

culations with all–electron calculations, the results are reliable. When it comes to materials

that are related to containing elements with large differences in electronegativity and strong

magnetic moments, the PAW method is more reliable than USPPs method.
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3.1 Introduction

The search for cost-effective solar cell absorber materials that can compete with the per-

formance of crystalline silicon and thin-film (GaAs, CdTe and Cu(In,Ga)Se2) solar cells re-

mains the priority for renewable energy material research. A recently emerged class of hybrid

halide perovskite materials holds a promise to lead the way towards low-cost photovoltaic de-

vices as they combine an energy conversion efficiency of nearly 20% with a low-temperature

solution processing technology20,25,35,52. The structure of hybrid perovskites XMZ3 is

formed by a combination of various organic cations X+ = (CH3NH3,NH4,CH5N2), metal-

lic cations M2+ = (Pb,Sn), and halide anions Z− = (Cl,Br, I) with CH3NH3PbI3 being a

prominent example. Perovskite materials possess a unique combination of characteristics

that make them useful in photovoltaic applications including a favourable band gap of about

1.5− 1.6 eV, efficient optical adsorption, long lifetime of optical excitations, and high level

of mobility for charge carriers of both polarities7,41,48,55.

A major weakness of perovskite solar cells is the degradation of the power conversion

efficiency in a moist environment6,46. This degradation can be observed in CH3NH3PbI3

cells through the colour changing from black to yellow accompanied by a noted decrease in

absorption and deterioration of the overall cell performance over time37,51. The absorbance

at 410 nm has been reported to decrease by 50% after 4 hours of exposure to an environment

with the relative humidity of 98%51. The same study linearly extrapolated from the previous

result concluded that the identical degradation would take approximately one year at the

relative humidity of 20%51.

Frost et al.10 proposed an acid-base chemistry mechanism to explain the role of water

in the degradation process. In this process the decomposition is driven by protic properties

of the [CH3NH3]+ ion, thus suggesting that aprotic hybrid perovskites (e.g., (CH3)4NPbI3)

could potentially be more stable10. However, this strategy was not confirmed experimentally

to the best of our knowledge.
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Density functional theory (DFT) simulations of the perovskite-water interface31,56 pro-

vided further insight to the kinetics of the degradation mechanism at the atomic scale.

Mosconi et al.31 observed dissolution of iodine cage and subsequent release of methylam-

monium ions as well as incorporation of water molecules in the perovskite structure at the

interface. The simulation results reported by Zhang and Sit56 indicate the deprotonation

of methylammonium as an initial step in dissolution of the perovskite. Furthermore, the

first principle calculations performed without taking into account solvent effects suggest

that hybrid halide perovskites may be intrinsically unstable57. This conclusion is based

on a nearly zero enthalpy of reaction associated with the decomposition of the perovskite

structure, which is evaluated based on the total energy of reactant and products. Frost

et al.10 attributed the intrinsic instability of halide perovskites XMZ3 to its relatively low

Madelung lattice energy as compared to oxide perovskites that belong to ABO3 family. This

result implies that the environmental factors (such as moisture, UV radiation, and elevated

temperatures) may only accelerate the decomposition process. Therefore, the effectiveness

of encapsulation as a strategy to prevent moisture damage may not guarantee long-term

stability of perovskite solar cells as evidenced by Han et al.15.

Here we utilize DFT to explore the stability of perovskite structures from a thermo-

dynamic perspective. We will show that the finite temperature effects, that are omitted

in former calculation of the stability of CH3NH3PbI3
16,53, can play a decisive role when

the decomposition reaction takes place in the presence of a solvent and yields a water-

soluble product. We will also examine properties of several alternatives, NH3OHPbI3,

NH3NH2PbI3, PH4PbI3, SbH4PbI3, and CsPbBr3 in a search for perovskite compounds for

photovoltaic applications.
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3.2 Results and discussion

3.2.1 Chemical stability of CH3NH3PbI3

We begin by examining the chemical stability of CH3NH3PbI3 against decomposition. The

structural changes in the course of degradation involve disappearance of X-ray diffraction

peaks that are characteristic for CH3NH3PbI3 and appearance of PbI2 peaks33, which sug-

gests the following reaction (phases)

CH3NH3PbI3 
 PbI2 + CH3NH3I. (3.2.1)

The standard approach for predicting the direction of a chemical reaction involves evaluation

of the change in the Gibbs free energy between reactants and products (see Sholl and

Steckel40, Chap. 7), which can be split into two terms for convenience

∆G◦T = ∆H◦0 K + ∆µ̃◦T . (3.2.2)

Here ∆H◦0 K is the standard reaction enthalpy change at zero temperature, and ∆µ̃◦T cap-

tures finite temperature effects on the chemical potentials of species involved.

The enthalpy change at zero temperature can be readily evaluated based on the DFT

total energy calculations

∆H◦0 K ≈
products∑

i

niEtot[i]−
reactants∑

j

njEtot[j] , (3.2.3)

where n and Etot are the number and the total energy of the chemical species involved

in the reaction. It should be noted that the bare DFT total energies in Eq. (3.2.3) do

not fully capture the standard enthalpy changes at zero temperature as they do not in-

clude a zero-point vibrational energy and, less importantly, the standard pressure effects

on Etot. Therefore, the relation (3.2.3) is approximate. In the case of CH3NH3PbI3, the
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decomposition reaction yields two products: PbI2 and CH3NH3I. The corresponding lattice

parameters and total energies of the reactant and products are listed in Table 3.1. The

values yield the dissociation reaction enthalpy of ∆H◦0 K = 0.05 eV per formula unit (f.u.)

for CH3NH3PbI3 evaluated using Eq. (3.2.3). The result is within the range of theoretical

values reported in the literature, including ∆H◦0 K = 0.1 eV4 and −0.06 eV57. The cor-

responding experimental value is ∆H◦300 K = −0.36 eV32, which is far too low to explain

formability of this perovskite and needs further experimental verifications. The theoretical

value of ∆H◦0 K contrasts sharply with the formation enthalpy of major solar cell compound

materials, such as GaAs and CdTe, which is of the order of 0.8− 1 eV/f.u.45,58.

The poor chemical stability of CH3NH3PbI3 is often attributed to the nearly vanishing

value of ∆H 53,57. In fact, this only implies that the decomposition does not involve a heat

exchange with the environment. It is the finite temperature contribution to the chemical

potential difference between reactants and products

∆µ̃◦T =

products∑
i

niµ̃
◦
T [i]−

reactants∑
j

njµ̃
◦
T [j] . (3.2.4)

that remains overlooked in previous stability analysis16,32,53. Here µ̃◦T represents the final

temperature correction to the chemical potential of spieces

µ̃◦T = H◦T −H◦0 K − TS◦T , (3.2.5)

which is not captured in a bare DFT total energy. Although the extension of DFT cal-

culations to finite temperatures is possible42, it is computationally intensive. Therefore,

NIST-JANAF thermochemical tables as well as other experimental resources were used to

evaluate the final temperature correction using Eq. (7.3.4) (see Table 3.1 and references

therein).

The final temperature correction to the Gibbs free energy of CH3NH3PbI3 decomposition
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reaction

∆µ̃◦T = µ̃◦T (PbI2) + µ̃◦T (CH3NH3I)− µ̃◦T (CH3NH3PbI3) (3.2.6)

amounts to ∆µ̃◦300 K = 0.11 eV/f.u. The resultant Gibbs free energy difference in Eq. (3.2.2)

is positive ∆G◦300 K = 0.16 eV/f.u. indicating that the final temperature effects tend to

stabilize the perovskite structure against spontaneous decomposition under standard condi-

tions for temperature and pressure. However, the result should be taken with caution, since

the uncertainty in reaction energies obtained with Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)36

exchange-correlation functional is of the order of ±0.03 eV/atom17.

The thermodynamic characteristics of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskites indicate that it is chem-

ical stability is fragile, and the balance can be easily shifted if the environment changes. A

possible scenario that will be discussed here involves the presence of a solvent. Unlike PbI2

that has limited solubility in water, the methylammonium iodide is highly soluble in water,

which should be taken into account when calculating its chemical potential (see Wright47,

Chap. 8).

The actual chemical potential of an electrolyte

µT ≈ Etotal + µ̃◦T + kBT ln(a±) (3.2.7)

can be significantly different from its value in the standard state depending on the activity

coefficient a± of the solute3. The mean ionic activity a± of CH3NH3I solution

a± = (γ±c/c
◦)2 , (3.2.8)

is determined by its molar concentration c relative to the concentration in standard state

c◦ = 1 M and the mean ionic activity coefficient γ±, which account for non-ideality of the

solution. In a dilute solution limit, c� 1 M and γ± ∼ 1, the chemical potential of aqueous
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CH3NH3I drops much below its value in the solid phase

µ[CH3NH3I (aq)]� µ[CH3NH3I (s)] , (3.2.9)

which shifts the balance in Eq. (3.2.1) to the right. Accordingly, the aqueous solubility of

methylammonium iodide drives the dissociation of CH3NH3PbI3 as previously suggested by

Niu et al.33.

The decomposition proceeds as long as the following condition is fulfilled

c <
c◦

γ±
exp

(
−

∆G◦T
2kBT

)
. (3.2.10)

Using the value of ∆G◦300 K = 0.16 eV and assuming γ± ∼ 1, it is possible to estimate the

saturation concentration cs of CH3NH3I dissolved in water at which further decomposition

of CH3NH3PbI3 is suppressed. Equation (3.2.10) yields cs ∼ 50 mM (or ∼ 8 g/L). Given the

fact that the thickness of the absorbing material in perovskite solar cells is only 0.5 µm26,

even a droplet of water is sufficient to destroy a device with the area of a several square

centimeters.

3.2.2 Alternative absorber materials

The stability of hybrid lead halide perovskites can be improved by substituting iodine with

more electronegative elements (bromine or chlorine)32. However, the associated increase

of the band gap that exceeds 2 eV4 limits the accessible power conversion efficiency when

aiming for solar cell absorber materials. Therefore, we focus on perovskite structures of the

family XPbI3 and explore several alternatives for the cation X = [NH3OH]+, [NH3NH2]+,

[PH4]+, [SbH4]+. A solid solution of hydroxylammonium and hydrazinium ions were re-

cently used in hybrid perovskite structures21. Phosphonium and particularly stibonium ions
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were theoretically predicted to produce more efficient photovoltaic materials when substi-

tuted for methylammonium in lead iodide-based perovskites due to the reduced band gap

and improved effective mass8.

Unit cell volumes and band gaps of the corresponding perovskite structures are listed in

Table 3.2. The band gaps were calculated without taking into account relativistic effects.

This approach allows to minimizing the error by taking advantage of an error cancellation

between the band gap reduction due to spin-orbit coupling and its opening introduced

by a port-DFT correction30. As a result, the values of the band gap are only slightly

overestimated (approximately 0.1 eV). The results indicate that small changes in the volume

(less than 5%) lead to a sizeable change in the band gap. In contrast to group IV, III-V

and II-VI semiconductors, the band gap in perovskite structures increases when the unit

cell expands as Dittrich7 noticed.

The chemical stability of perovskite structures in Table 3.2 was initially assessed by

computing the decomposition reaction enthalpy ∆H◦0 K. In this calculation, we shall assume

that all structures decompose following the pathway similar to Eq. (3.2.1).

Results for the decomposition reaction enthalpy calculated using Eq. (3.2.3) are given in

Table 3.2, where the compounds are sorted in the order of increasing ∆H◦0 K (higher values

favour stability of perovskites). All hybrid perovskites with the negative reaction enthalpy

can be rendered as unstable, including SbH4PbI3 with the promising band gap value.

The pseudocubic structures of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite is shown in Fig. 3.1 alongside

with the pseudocubic structure of CH3NH3PbI3. The band structure of the material cal-

culated taking into account spin-orbit coupling and a meta-GGA band gap correction are

presented in Fig. 3.2.

Finally, it will be instructive to discuss the stability of an inorganic CsPbBr3 perovskite.

Unlike CH3NH3PbI3, the decomposition reaction enthalpy of CsPbBr3 is high (Table 3.2).

Assuming that both compounds have the same magnitude of the final temperature con-

tribution ∆µ̃◦300 K to the free energy, one would expect the free energy of CsPbBr3 to be
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approximately 0.5 eV/f.u. lower than that for decomposition products (PbBr2 and CsBr)

indicating strong chemical stability of CsPbBr3 against spontaneous decomposition. How-

ever, it is found experimentally that the performance of CsPbBr3-based solar cells (not

encapsulated) decays over time, although slower than CH3NH3PbI3-based devices24. This

observation reveals susceptibility of both perovskite structures to the reaction with mois-

ture, despite of the high reaction enthalpy of CsPbBr3 and lack of proton-donating groups.

We believe that the aqueous solubility of CsBr has some significance for explaining this

effect. The slow degradation rate of CsPbBr3 can be attributed to the greater value of

∆G◦300 K, which translates into a much lower saturation concentration of CsBr cs ∼ 60 µM

as compared to cs ∼ 50 mM for CH3NH3I (see discussion in the preceding subsection).

3.3 Conclusions

The performance of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskites solar cells deteriorates when exposed to envi-

ronmental factors, such as moisture and sunlight. This remains the main barrier on the way

to their commercialization. The ability to assess the stability of solar cell absorber materials

using first principle calculations is an important attribute for the design of new materials.

We showed that the instability of perovskites can be captured using DFT total energy cal-

culations for reactants and products augmented with additional thermodynamic data to

account for finite temperature effects. The finite temperature effects play a minor role in

stabilizing the perovskite structure when products of the decomposition reaction are solids.

However, the finite temperature contribution to the Gibbs free energy of the degradation

reaction becomes crucially important in the case of when products of the decomposition are

aqueous solutions or gases.

Our calculations suggest that the CH3NH3PbI3 structure can be stable against spon-

taneous decomposition provided it is isolated from environmental factors. The situation

changes drastically in the presence of water. The aqueous solubility of the CH3NH3I salt
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lowers its chemical potential relative to the solid phase, especially in a dilute limit. This

property favours decomposition of CH3NH3PbI3 in the moist environment. Therefore, a lim-

ited solubility of the decomposition reaction products is anticipated to improve structural

stability. Generalizing this result to other perovskites, the aqueous solubility of HC(NH2)2I,

SbH4I, and CsBr undermines stability of the corresponding perovskite structures.

In a search for alternative perovskites, NH3OHPbI3, NH3NH2PbI3, PH4PbI3, SbH4PbI3,

CsPbBr3 compounds were investigated. NH3OHPbI3, NH3NH2PbI3, PH4PbI3, and SbH4PbI3

were concluded unstable due to the low formation enthalpy. The CsPbBr3 structure is prone

to degradation in moist conditions, in spite of the favourable formation enthalpy, due to

solubility of CsBr.

3.4 Computational details

The first-principles electronic structure calculations were carried out using DFT22. Two

implementations were employed. A projector augmented wave (PAW) method23,43 im-

plemented in the ABINIT package12,13,14 was utilized for the structural optimization and

calculations of the chemical stability. The band structure calculations were performed in

the Wien2k package2 based on a full potential linear augmented plane wave method.

3.4.1 Structure optimization

The CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite is known to exist in three different polymorphs1,41: orthorhom-

bic, tetragonal, and cubic. A tetragonal β-phase is stable at room temperature and was used

in these calculations. A pseudocubic structure was used to represent SF3PbI3, NH3OHPbI3,

NH3NH2PbI3, PH4PbI3, and SbH4PbI3. An orthorhombic (Pnma) structure was chosen to

represent δ-CsPbBr3. Optimization of lattice parameters was carried out in conjunction

with the relaxation of internal degrees of freedom for all structures studied here. The struc-

ture was considered optimized when the magnitude of Hellmann-Feynman forces acting on
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atoms dropped below 0.5 mHa/Bohr and components of the stress tensor were less than

1 µHa/Bohr3. The Brillouin zone was sampled using an unshifted mesh with the density

one k-point per every 0.01 Bohr−1 length of each reciprocal lattice vector. The cutoff energy

for a plane wave expansion was set at 15 Ha.

Standard structures of solid PbI2 (hexagonal, space group 164 (P3m1)), PbF2 (cubic,

space group 225 (Fm3m)) and PbBr2 (orthorhombic, space group 62 (Pbnm)) were used

to represent possible reactants. The structure of CH3NH3I undergoes several phase transi-

tions with increasing temperature50. A tetragonal α′-phase (space group 129 (P4/nmm)),

which is stable at room temperature, resembles a rock-salt ionic structure19. The total

energy of water was derived from its natural Ih solid structure (hexagonal, space group 194

(P63/mmc)9). Structures of NH3OHI, NH3NH2I, PH4I, and SbH4I were derived using CsCl

structure as a prototype. All structures were fully optimized as describe in the preceding

paragraph (without constrains to the geometry).

Gaseous phases were modelled as an individual molecule surrounded by 30 Bohrs of

vacuum. The internal degrees of freedom were relaxed. Only Γ-point was used in the

Brillouin zone.

Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof36 version of the generalized gradient approximation was

chosen for the exchange–correlation functional due to its superior accuracy in predicting

cohesive properties of solids and molecules.

Garrity, Bennett, Rabe, and Vanderbilt11 GBRV (v1.5) PAW pseudopotentials were

employed for all elements. VESTA 3 package was used for visualization of atomic struc-

ture28. Structure files of all perovskite compounds and non-trivial salts are included in the

supplementary information in a cif-format.

3.4.2 Band structure

The band structure of pseudocubic CH3NH3PbI3 was calculated with the Wien2k package2

using a full potential linear augmented plane wave method. The Brillouin zone was sampled
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using 6× 6× 6 Monkhorst and Pack29 mesh. The muffin-tin radii RMT where set to 0.62,

1.16, 1.22, 1.38, 2.2, and 2.2 Bohr for H, N, C, S, I, and Pb respectively. The cutoff energy

of −6 Ry was used to separates valence and core electrons. The product RMT
minKmax, which

determines the accuracy of a plane wave expansion of the wave function, was set at the values

of 3.5 for CH3NH3PbI3 compound. The low RMT
minKmax for CH3NH3PbI3 is due to a small

size of the muffin-tin sphere around hydrogen atoms. Optimized lattice parameters and

atomic positions from ABINIT calculations were used. The Tran-Blaha modified Becke-

Johnson (TBmBJ) potential44 was applied in order to overcome shortcomings of DFT

semilocal exchange–correlation functions in predicting band gaps of insulators.
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Table 3.1: Equilibrium lattice parameters, electronic total energy Etot per formula unit
(f.u.), and change in the chemical potential µ̃◦300 K that accounts for the free energy of the

compounds at the finite temperature and pressure not captured in DFT total energy.

Compound Lattice parameter (Å) Etot (eV/f.u.) µ̃◦300 K (eV/f.u.)

CH3NH3PbI3 (solid) a = 8.92, c/a = 1.481 −3146.596 −0.7034

PbI2 (solid) a = 4.668, c/a = 1.632 −2302.282 −0.345

CH3NH3I (solid) a = 5.146, c/a = 1.863 −844.266 −0.2549

Table 3.2: Dissociation reaction enthalpy ∆H◦0 K of perovskite structures presented
together with volume of the unit cell V0 and the band gap energy EDFT-GGA

g calculated
self-consistently without taking into account the spin-orbit coupling. The generalized

reaction for chemical decomposition is given by Eq. (3.2.1).

Compound V0 (Å3/f.u.) EDFT-GGA
g (eV) ∆H◦0 K (eV/f.u.)4

NH3OHPbI3 270 1.89 −0.25
NH3NH2PbI3 274 1.80 −0.22
PH4PbI3 268 1.60 −0.18
SbH4PbI3 265 1.53 −0.11
β-CH3NH3PbI3 263 1.67 +0.05
δ-CsPbBr3 208 2.10 +0.375
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Figure 3.1: Structure of pseudocubic CH3NH3PbI3.
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Figure 3.2: Band structure of pseudocubic CH3NH3PbI3 (a) calculated along the path
between high-symmetry points in the Brillouin zone (b) taking into account spin-orbit
coupling and non-local exchange correction. The origin of the energy scale is set at the

Fermi energy EF. Labels of the high-symmetry point in the Brillouin zone correspond to
an orthorhombic lattice39.
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Chapter 4

Ionization energy as a stability

criterion for halide perovskites

Author contributions: I conceived the idea to extend the Born-Haber cycle to hybrid

halide perovskites to understand the origin of the close-to-zero reaction enthalpy. All cal-

culations and data analysis were conducted by myself with aid from Dr. Oleg Rubel. The

manuscript was drafted by myself, and edited by Dr. Oleg Rubel. This chapter was pub-

lished in The Journal of Physical Chemistry C, 2017.
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4.1 Introduction

The efficiencies of hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite solar cells have already increased to

over 20%30,36,49,65. Fabrication of hybrid organic perovskite is based on a low-temperature

solution method, thus offering a low-cost alternative to crystalline thin-film photovoltaic de-

vices. The main obstacle hindering the commercialization of hybrid organic perovskite solar

cells is the instability of the active material. Hybrid perovskites are prone to a phase sepa-

ration that takes place instantly under the ambient environment (moisture, UV radiation,

atmospheric oxygen, etc.)3,5,64. The detrimental role of moisture in creating a degradation

pathway for halide perovskites was previously discussed from acid-base chemistry13, molec-

ular dynamic simulations44,66, hydrolysis reaction68 and thermodynamic61 perspectives.

Encapsulation of the perovskite cells does not prevent their degradation either. The active

layer of encapsulated hybrid organic perovskites eventually decomposes after a period time

that ranges from several days to a month4,23.

Intrinsic instability of hybrid halide perovskite structures can be captured at the level

of first-principle calculations11,15,67 by evaluating the enthalpy of the reaction

AX +BX2 → ABX3 (4.1.1)

based on the total energy of the solid compounds involved. Here A represents an organic

cation, B and X are the metal and halide elements, respectively. The negative reaction

enthalpy ∆Hr indicates stable products. The lower the value of ∆Hr, the more stable

the structure is against decomposition. For example, the reaction enthalpy for tetragonal

CH3NH3PbI3 is within the range of −0.1 . . . 0.06 eV per formula unit3,61,67, which renders

the structure to be at the boundary between weakly stable and unstable agreeing with

experimental observations3. Despite the success of first-principle calculations in predicting

the formability of hybrid halide perovskite structures, the origin of intrinsic instability and
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avenues for its improvement remain unclear.

Geometrical factors such as the Goldschmidt’s tolerance factor19 and octahedral factor

successfully explain formability of various inorganic perovskite structures37. The tolerance

factor t measures compactness of the perovskite structure. The value of the tolerance factor

for CH3NH3PbI3 is t = 0.9145, which is within the range of acceptable values t = 0.8−0.9537.

Li et al.37 pointed out that the tolerance factor alone does not fully capture formability

of perovskite structures and proposed to add Pauling’s octahedral factor50 rB/rX (rB and

rX are the ionic radii of cation B and anion X, respectively) as an additional geometrical

criterion. In the case of CH3NH3PbI3 the octahedral factor rPb/rI = 0.54 is within the

allowable range of 0.414− 0.73250. This analysis suggests that geometrical factors are not

sufficient to explain the instability of hybrid halide perovskites.

Frost et al.13 attributed the instability of hybrid organic halide perovskites to a relatively

low electrostatic lattice energy of their ionic structure as compared to non-halide perovskite

compounds. For instance, traditional inorganic perovskites of the II−IV−VI3 family, e.g.

PbTiO3, have the lattice energy of −119 eV. This value is much lower than the lattice

energy of −28 eV for CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite, which belongs to the I−II−VII3 family. This

argument suggests that I−II−VII3 perovskites have intrinsically lower electrostatic energy

and thus weaker chemical stability. On the other hand, the experimental reaction enthalpy

for PbTiO3 is only −0.38 eV53, which is orders of magnitude less than its lattice energy.

It is also known that CsPbI3 perovskite structure is indeed stable up to the temperature

of 460◦C56, above which the material melts without decomposition, despite of its higher

lattice energy of −27 eV. These observations indicate that the lattice energy alone cannot

be used as a criterion for the stability of ionic structures.

The Born-Haber cycle is traditionally used for the analysis of formation enthalpies. It

allows to break the formation energy into the following components: atomization enthalpy,

ionization enthalpy, and lattice enthalpy62. In this paper, we extend the Born-Haber cy-

cle to the analysis of energy components of the reaction enthalpies for various perovskite
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structures using the density functional theory (DFT). It will be shown that in I−II−VII3

organic and inorganic perovskites the lattice energy contribution is largely cancelled by the

molecularization energy leaving the ionization enthalpy to determine the direction of the

reaction. The instability of hybrid organic lead-iodine perovskites can be attributed to the

high energy associated with ionization of organic molecules and [PbI3]– .

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Basic concepts

The Born-Haber cycle was originally proposed by Max Born and Fritz Haber as a way

to measure formation energies of ionic structures62. The cycle also provides a method to

determine the lattice energy of the structures, which otherwise cannot be directly measured

experimentally. Here we will explain the essence of the Born-Haber cycle and its utilization

for analysis of reaction enthalpy components using the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite structure

as an example.

The formation process of CH3NH3PbI3 from solid CH3NH3I and PbI2 compounds can

be subdivided into several consecutive steps illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The initial step—

molecularization (similar to the atomization in the original Born-Haber cycle)—involves

breaking the CH3NH3I and PbI2 lattice structures and formation of CH3NH3 and PbI3

molecules

CH3NH3I(s) + PbI2(s)
∆Hmo−−−−→ CH3NH3(g) + PbI3(g) . (4.2.1)

The rational for using CH3NH3 and PbI3 radicals as the smallest units in the Born-Haber

cycle is justified by the existence of the corresponding free standing ions6,28,35,39, and will

be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.1: Born-Haber cycle of methylammonium (MA) lead iodide obtained with
[CH3NH3]+ and [PbI3]– ions as elementary species.

The next step is the ionization of CH3NH3 molecule

CH3NH3(g) + PbI3(g)
∆Hion,1−−−−−→ CH3NH+

3 (g) + PbI3(g) + e− , (4.2.2)

followed by the ionization of PbI3

CH3NH+
3 (g) + PbI3(g) + e−

∆Hion,2−−−−−→ CH3NH+
3 (g) + PbI−3 (g) . (4.2.3)

It can be seen from the diagram in Fig. 4.1 that the formation of [CH3NH3]+ ion is an

endothermic process, whereas the ionization of PbI3 is an exothermic process. The resultant

ionization energy is an additive of two enthalphies

∆Hion = ∆Hion,1 + ∆Hion,2 . (4.2.4)

Finally, electrically charged [CH3NH3]+ and [PbI3]– complex ions are combined to form
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CH3NH3PbI3 crystalline structure

CH3NH+
3 (g) + PbI−3 (g)

∆Hlatt−−−−→ CH3NH3PbI3(s) . (4.2.5)

The amount of energy ∆Hlatt released in this reaction is called the lattice energy of the

hybrid organic perovskite structure. This concludes the Born-Haber cycle of CH3NH3PbI3.

The total reaction enthalpy is compiled from enthalpies of individual steps of the cycle

∆Hr = ∆Hmo + ∆Hion + ∆Hlatt . (4.2.6)

4.2.2 Computational details

Electronic structure calculations have been performed in the framework of DFT32 and

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation51 (PBE-GGA) for the exchange-

correlation functional. Total energies of all compounds were obtained using the Vienna ab

initio simulation program (VASP) and projector augmented-wave (PAW) potentials2,33,34.

All crystal structures of compounds studied here are taken at their most stable poly-

morph at ambient conditions. Among perovskite structures, CH3NH3PbI3 adopts a tetrag-

onal β-phase at the ambient temperature, CH3NH3PbBr3 and CH3NH3PbCl3 have a cubic

phase47,52, C(NH2)3PbI3 and (CH3)4NPbI3 favour hexagonal structures9,18,38. HC(NH2)2PbI3

adopts a hexagonal δ-phase57. CsPbI3, CsPbBr3, and CsPbCl3 prefer an orthorhombic

(Pnma) δ-phase24,56. The crystal structure of CH3NH3I, CH3NH3Br, and CH3NH3Cl

organic salts correspond to α′-tetragonal (P4/nmm) phase at room temperature14,25,27.

Szafrański and Jarek60 reported the structures of guanidinium iodide C(NH2)3I, and the

structure of tetramethylammonium iodine (CH3)4NI was obtained using (CH3)4NAu7 as a

parent structure followed by full relaxation of their structural parameters. The structure

of HC(NH2)2I was obtained from orthorhombic (Pbca) C(NH2)3Cl22 with full relaxation

of the structural parameters. Cubic crystal structures of CsI, CsBr, CsCl and NaCl as
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well as hexagonal PbI2 and orthorhombic PbBr2 were taken from Gerlach17, Graystone and

Wyckoff21. The crystal structure of orthorhombic PbCl2 was derived from the structure of

PbBr2.

For reciprocal space integration, 4 × 4 × 4 Monkhorst-Pack grid43 was used for cubic

phases, 3×3×2 were used for tetragonal phases, 4×4×3 for hexagonal phases and 3×6×2

for orthorhombic CsPbX3 phases and 4 × 8 × 4 for orthorhombic PbBr2 and PbCl2. The

convergence of reaction enthalpies with respect to the k-mesh density is better than 5 meV,

which was tested by doubling the density for several perovskite structures and their parent

compounds. The cutoff energy for a plane wave expansion was set at 400 eV. The lattice

constant and atomic positions were optimized such that residual forces acting on atoms did

not exceed 2 meV/Å, and the residual hydrostatic pressure was less than 50 MPa.

Gaseous phases, such as Cs, [CH3NH3]+, [PbI3]– , were modelled as an individual

atom/molecule surrounded by 20 Å of vacuum. All calculations related to gaseous phases

were performed in conjunction with the optimization of internal degrees of freedom. Only

Γ-point was used in the Brillouin zone. The ionization energy of positively charged ions was

calculated by subtracting the total energy of cations (e.g. Cs+, [CH3NH3]+, [C(NH2)3]+)

from the energy of neutral atoms or molecules (e.g. Cs, CH3NH3, C(NH2)3). Similarly,

the electron affinity of negatively charged ions was modelled by adding one electron to

PbCl3, PbBr3, or PbI3 molecules to form [PbCl3]– , [PbBr3]– , and [PbI3]– anions. The

electron affinity of these ions was represented as an energy difference between negatively

charged complex ions and neutral species. Monopole, dipole and quadrupole corrections

implemented in VASP40,46 were used for eliminating leading errors and acquiring accurate

total energies of all charged ions.

VESTA 3 package42 was used to visualize crystal structures and for computing the

Madelung electrostatic energy using an oxidation state as formal charges. In these calcu-

lations, the radius of the ionic sphere and the reciprocal-space range were set at 1 Å and

4 Å−1, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Born-Haber cycle of caesium lead iodide obtained with Cs+, Pb2+, and I− ions
as elementary species.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Lattice energies of halide perovskites

Calculation of individual energies associated with various steps in the Born-Haber cycle

requires subdivision of the ionic solid in question into elementary species. In the case of

alkali halides (such as NaCl, CsCl, etc.), the atomization is an apparent choice. Following

the same strategy, Cs+, Pb2+, and I− ions can be used to calculate the lattice energy, which

yields ∆Hlatt ' −29 eV (Fig. 4.2).

This value agrees well with the Madelung energy of −27 eV obtained from the point

charge model. Gopal20 noticed existence of a trend between the lattice energy ∆Hlatt and

the melting point Tm of alkali halides with the proportionality factor of −∆Hlatt/Tm ≈

7.4 · 10−3 eV/K. Assuming that the same proportionality holds for perovskite structures,

the melting point of I−II−VII3 perovskites would be near 3900 K, which is an order of
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magnitude greater than the actual values of 733− 888 K for group-I lead halide perovskites

(CsPbI3, CsPbBr3, and CsPbCl3)12,58.

Alternatively, we can separate CsPbI3 perovskite structure into two ions Cs+ and

[PbI3]– . The existence of the corresponding free-standing ions was verified experimen-

tally6,35. Using this approach we re-evaluated the lattice energy of CsPbI3 as −5.55 eV

using the Born-Haber cycle similar to that shown in Fig. 4.1. This result translates into a

substantially lower melting point of approximately 750 K, which is remarkably close to the

experimental value of 749 K.

Similar calculations of the lattice energy were performed for other inorganic I−II−VII3

and II−IV−VI3 perovskites. Results are summarized in Table 4.1. NaCl was used as a

benchmark for comparison between calculated and experimental components of the forma-

tion enthalpy. The agreement with experimental values gives confidence in the approach

used. The discrepancy in ∆Hmo can be attributed to the use of non-spin-polarized calcu-

lations for individual atoms and ions. The plot of the melting point vs the lattice energy

of those compounds is shown in Fig. 4.3. From this figure, we can see that the melting

point of different ionic structures including alkali halides follows a linear trend line. The

finding suggests that the formation of A+ cations and [BX3]– complex anions is a plausible

scenario during melting of the perovskite structures.

4.3.2 Stability analysis of hybrid organic halide perovskites

Now we will utilize the Born-Haber cycle in order to evaluate components of the reaction en-

thalpy of hybrid halide perovskites. The lattice energies of CH3NH3PbCl3, CH3NH3PbBr3

and β-CH3NH3PbI3 perovskites are listed in Table 4.1. All three compounds have similar

values of the lattice energies (∼10% max-min difference). However, their stability char-

acteristics are quite different. Buin et al.3 demonstrated that under ambient conditions

CH3NH3PbCl3 and CH3NH3PbBr3 do not undergo a spontaneous phase separation, unlike
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Table 4.1: Components (eV) of the reaction enthalpies extracted from Born-Haber cycle
as well as the melting temperature and stability against spontaneous decomposition for

halide perovskites and other ionic structures.

Compounds ∆Hmo ∆Hlatt ∆Hion ∆Hr Tm (K) Stabilitya

δ-CsPbCl3 6.23 −5.95 −0.67 −0.39 88812 Y56

δ-CsPbBr3 5.80 −5.72 −0.46 −0.39 84058 Y56

δ-CsPbI3 5.72 −5.55 −0.34 −0.17 74956 Y56

CH3NH3PbCl3 6.20 −6.03 −0.32 −0.15 · · · Y3

CH3NH3PbBr3 5.80 −5.81 −0.11 −0.11 · · · Y3

β-CH3NH3PbI3 5.66 −5.61 0.01 0.06 · · · N3

δ-HC(NH2)2PbI3 5.40 −5.39 −0.23 −0.21 · · · Y57

C(NH2)3PbI3 5.43 −5.43 −0.38 −0.39 · · · Y9

(CH3)4NPbI3 5.47 −4.79 −1.05 −0.37 · · · Y38

CsCl 2.59 −6.64 0.14 −3.91 91829 Y
NaClb 3.01 −8.22 1.46 −3.76 107726 Y

a Stability data here are from experiments: “Y” refers to materials that do not undergo
spontaneous phase separation at the room temperature (excluding environmental factors,

such as moisture water, oxygen, UV light); b Experimental values for NaCl62:
∆Hmo = 2.37 eV, ∆Hlatt = −8.15 eV, ∆Hion = 1.52 eV, ∆Hr = −4.26 eV.

β-CH3NH3PbI3. Both CH3NH3PbCl3 and CH3NH3PbBr3 remain stable up to the tem-

perature of approximately 520 K, above which they decompose45. Lattice energies of the

corresponding inorganic perovskites (CsPbI3, CsPbBr3 and CsPbCl3) are very similar to

their organic counterparts. In fact, these inorganic perovskites are chemically stable under

the ambient environment. Remarkably, the lattice energy of β-CH3NH3PbI3 and δ-CsPbCl3

structures are identical, in spite of the distinct stability characteristics. Therefore, we can

conclude that the lattice energy cannot be used as a criteria to predict the chemical stability

of compounds.

The analysis of various contributions to the reaction enthalpies of hybrid halide per-

ovskites (Table 4.1) shows that the molecularization and lattice energies largely cancel

each other. The molecularization energy in reaction (4.2.1) is largely governed by the

methylammonium iodide bond strength as evident from Fig. 4.4. The energy consumed to

separate PbI2(s) to PbI2(g) and the energy gained from adding I-atom to PbI2(g) to form

PbI3(g) roughly cancel each other. We estimated the Madelung energy of CH3NH3I to be
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−6.8 eV/f.u. by placing +1e and −1e on the nitrogen and iodine atoms, respectively. This

lattice energy of CH3NH3I includes −1 eV/f.u. associated with the ionization energy of I–

and [CH3NH3]+. Therefore, the lattice energy of CH3NH3PbI3 −5.61 eV/f.u. is inherited

from the lattice energy of the parent salt, CH3NH3I.

The ionization energy of [CH3NH3]+ and [PbI3]– is the remaining contribution to the

reaction enthalpy in Eq. (4.2.6) that ultimately controls the balance of the reaction. The

lower ∆Hion is, the more stable the compound.

Let us examine the chemical trends in ionization energy of various perovskites. The total

ionization energy (Eq. 4.2.4) comprises of two components: the ionization energy for the

cation (Cs+ or [CH3NH3]+) and that for the complex ion ([PbI3]– , [PbBr3]– , or [PbCl3]– ).

Caesium has a lower ionization energy than CH3NH3 (Table 4.2), which explains trends in

the higher chemical stability of Cs-based perovskites as compared to their CH3NH3-based

counterparts.

Switching halides in the complex ions from PbI3 to PbCl3 lowers their electron affinity

(Table 4.2) and, thus, leads to the lower total ionization energy. This explains increase of

the chemical stability when changing the inorganic cage from PbI3 to PbBr3 and PbCl3 as
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Figure 4.4: Components of the molecularization energy in the reaction (4.2.1).

illustrated in Fig. 4.5.

In order to achieve a chemically stable hybrid halide perovskite structures, the require-

ments are favourable geometrical factors (t-factor and octahedral factor) in conjunction

with the low ionization energy (∆Hion . 0 eV). Two strategies can be used to achieve this

goal: (i) find a cation with the low ionization energy or (ii) select an inorganic cage with

the low electron affinity. The second avenue is not very promising, since the band gap of

PbBr3- and PbCl3-based hybrid perovskites (2.3 eV55 and 2.9 eV8, respectively) is outside

of the favourable range for single-junction solar cells.

Since caesium has the lowest ionization energy in the periodic table, it is a challenging

task to find molecules with smaller or similar ionization energy. Among the variety of or-

ganic cations listed in the Table 4.2, [C(NH2)3]+, [HC(NH2)2]+, and [(CH3)4N]+ have the

ionization energies lower than that for [CH3NH3]+ cation making them favourable candi-

dates for perovskites with improved stability. However, the size of C(NH2)3, HC(NH2)2,

and (CH3)4N molecules is significantly greater than CH3NH3, which raises the tolerance

factor above the upper formability limit of 0.95 (Table 4.3).

The structures C(NH2)3PbI3, HC(NH2)2PbI3, and (CH3)4NPbI3 show favourable reac-

tion enthalpies of −0.39 eV, −0.21 ev, and −0.37 eV, respectively (Table 4.1). A large
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Table 4.2: Ionization energies (eV) of atoms and molecules calculated with DFT. Lower
values favour formability of perovskites.

Ions ∆Hion,1/2

[(CH3)4N]+ 3.15
[C(NH2)3]+ 3.81
Cs+ 3.85
[HC(NH2)2]+ 3.97
[CH3NH3]+ 4.20
[NH4]+ 4.78
Na+ 5.17a

[CH3PH3]+ 5.20
[CH3SH2]+ 5.30
[PH4]+ 5.36
[HCNH2PH2]+ 8.36
[CH3]+ 10.0b

[PbCl3]– −4.52
[PbBr3]– −4.31
[PbI3]– −4.19

a 5.20 eV experimental ionization energy62. b 9.84 eV experimental ionization energy1,54.

Table 4.3: Size of organic cations, the tolerance factor, volume of the unit cell and the
band gap of selected perovskites.

Perovskite Cation radius Tolerance Volume Band gap
(pm) factor31,38 (Å3/f.u.) (eV)

β-CH3NH3PbI3 21731,38 0.91 262 1.62
δ-HC(NH2)2PbI3 25338 0.99 264 2.87
C(NH2)3PbI3 27831,38 1.04 326 3.38
(CH3)4NPbI3 32016,48 1.15 361 3.30

size of the organic molecule hinders formability of C(NH2)3PbI3, HC(NH2)2PbI3, and

(CH3)4NPbI3 perovskite structures on the cubic or tetragonal phases. They all adopt a

hexagonal structure at ambient temperature9,38,57. However, this phase tends to have a

wider band gap, which impairs its prospects for use in photovoltaic applications. Neverthe-

less, we discuss the link between our calculations and experimental evidences for stability

of C(NH2)3PbI3, HC(NH2)2PbI3, and (CH3)4NPbI3compounds.

Marco et al.41 successfully synthesized and characterized C(NH2)3PbI3 perovskite solar
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Figure 4.5: The influence of halide element on the Born-Haber cycle of hybrid halide
perovskites. A comparison between CH3NH3PbI3 and CH3NH3PbCl3. The following

components are shown: the molecularization energy (M.E.), the ionization energy (I.E.),
the electron affinity (E.A.), and the lattice energy (L.E.).

cells. It was found that the power conversion efficiency of C(NH2)3PbI3 solar cell degrades

over time. Interestingly, the rate of the efficiency decay is slower for C(NH2)3PbI3 as

compared to CH3NH3PbI3. Szafrański59 observed that C(NH2)3PbI3 crystals transform

from the orange-reddish phase to the yellow phase after several hours at ambient pressure

and temperature. The optical bleaching is associated with a phase transformation that

yields the hexagonal phase rather than the phase separation59. HC(NH2)2PbI3 prefers a

cubic phase at the high temperature (160◦C), and takes a hexagonal phase at the ambient

temperature57,63.

The question is if there are any organic cations of the suitable size that fulfill the re-

quirements on the low ionization energy? The ionization energies of onium ions in Table 4.2

correlate with the proton affinity of the corresponding molecules10. Molecules with the low

ionization energy exhibit strong proton affinity and vice versa. For instance, the proton

affinity of PH3 is 785 kJ/mol, which is much lower than 901 kJ/mol for CH3NH2. It turns

out that methylamine has one of the strongest proton affinity among organic compounds.

There very few organic molecules (including (CH3)2NH studied here) with stronger proton
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affinity than CH3NH2, but none of them have a size compatible with the PbI3 cage.

4.4 Conclusions

The Goldschmidt’s tolerance and octahedral geometrical factors do not fully capture pre-

requisites for the formability of hybrid halide perovskites. Here we used DFT calculations

in conjunction with a Born-Haber cycle to evaluate contributions of the lattice, ionization

and molecularization energies to the decomposition reaction enthalpy of hybrid halide per-

ovskites. It was previously assumed that the instability of halide perovskite is due to lower

lattice energy of their ionic structure. We observe a correlation between the lattice ener-

gies and melting temperatures, but not with reaction enthalpies that are ultimately linked

to the chemical instability of the perovskites. Analysis of Born-Haber cycle components

suggests that the reaction enthalpy of hybrid halide perovskites is governed by the sum of

ionization energies of a cation, e.g., [CH3NH3]+, and an anion, e.g., [PbI3]– . The lower total

ionization energy, the more stable is the structure, provided the geometrical conditions are

fulfilled (the tolerance and octahedral factors). This explains chemical trends in stability

of hybrid and inorganic halide perovskites. For instance, the relatively high stability of

CH3NH3PbCl3 is attributed to a lower ionization energy of [PbCl3]– complex ion, whereas

the stability of CsPbI3 is due to the lower ionization energy of Cs+. The ionization energy

of organic cations correlates with their proton affinity. In the search for hybrid perovskite

with improved chemical stability and the band gap suitable for photovoltaic applications,

several cations were investigated. The promising candidates are [C(NH2)3]+, [HC(NH2)2]+,

and [(CH3)4N]+ with the ionization energies even lower than Cs+. The corresponding

C(NH2)3PbI3, HC(NH2)2PbI3, and (CH3)4NPbI3 structures have the decomposition reac-

tion enthalpy of at least 0.27 eV more favourable than CH3NH3PbI3. However, these ions

have a prohibitively large size and thus prefer a hexagonal structure that translates into a

large band gap. It is the fact that CH3NH2 has the highest proton affinity among molecules
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of comparable size that makes it challenging to find a cation suitable for the PbI3 cage.

Our calculations do not include environmental factors, such as degradation in water or

oxidation in air. However, the reaction enthalpy determines a saturation concentration of

[CH3NH3]+ ions during dissolution of CH3NH3PbI3 in water61. Therefore, improvement in

the reaction enthalpy will also enhance the stability of perovskite structures in the moist

environment.
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Chapter 5

Aziridinium lead iodide: a stable,

low bandgap hybrid halide

perovskite for photovoltaics

Author contributions: I conceived this project based on the criteria of the formability

of hybrid halide perovskites. All the calculations and analyses were done by myself with

the guidance of Dr. Oleg Rubel. I wrote the manuscript and Dr. Oleg Rubel edited the

manuscript. This chapter is published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters, 2018.

Note that thanks to Dr. Yurij Mozharivskyj and Dr. Ayse Turak for valuable comments

on this project. They questioned the instability of the three-membered ring. The instability

of the three-membered ring is further discussed in Chapter 6.

5.1 Introduction

During the past ten years, hybrid halide perovskites have increasingly caught researchers’

attention as the absorber layers in photovoltaics14,31,34,37,70. Favourable electronic prop-

erties and a low-cost fabrication method give halide hybrid perovskites an advantage over
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the traditional silicon. One drawback of halide hybrid perovskites is their instability. The

halide hybrid perovskites easily decompose under the influence of high temperature, oxygen,

water, and even UV light8,12,69. Zhang et al.71 pointed out that the instability of methylam-

monium (MA) lead iodide is intrinsic due to the similar total energies of the reactant and

products obtained from the density-functional theory (DFT) calculation. To commercialize

the hybrid halide perovskite photovoltaics, the stability issue should be resolved.

The impovements of device architectures are proposed to stabilize the perovskite pho-

tovoltaics20,26,37,74. However, the power conversion efficiencies still decrease by 60 % of the

initial value after 1100 hours9 which is far from silicon solar panels that come on today’s

market with a 25-year long performance warranty. The nature of the instability of hybrid

halide perovskite cannot be eliminated. In this paper, we propose a new perovskite mate-

rial with a highly unfavourable decomposition reaction enthalpy, which should stabilize it

against degradation.

Hybrid halide perovskite structures discussed here are considered in the form of APbI3.

Here A stands for an organic radical in the lead iodide framework. Based on our recent

paper, the ionization energy of the molecule in the A site (in addition to its size) can be an

important factor which determines the stability of perovskites72. Lower ionization energy

of the cation favours a more stable structure.

Kieslich et al.30 proposed nitrogen-based cations, which were not used in perovskites

before. From this group, an azetidinium radical (CH2)3NH2 is promising due to its com-

pact structure. This four-membered ring cation is larger than MA radical but slightly

smaller than the formamidinium radical HC(NH2)2. Recently, the azetidinium lead io-

dide (CH2)3NH2PbI3 was successfully synthesized53. The crystal structure of quasicu-

bic (CH2)3NH2PbI3 is shown in Fig. 5.1b. Pering et al.53 reported that (CH2)3NH2PbI3

demonstrates a very good stability when soaked in water in contrast to the MA lead iodide

CH3NH3PbI3. This observation correlates with the ionization energy of the (CH2)3NH2

radical being 0.4 eV below that of MA. However, the wide band gap of 2.15 eV for
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Figure 5.1: The quasicubic crystal structures of cyclic ring-based perovskites: (a)
aziridinium lead iodide(CH2)2NH2PbI3 and (b) azetidinium lead iodide (CH2)3NH2PbI3.

(CH2)3NH2PbI3 is not promising for photovoltaics53.

Interestingly, there are also three-membered rings59, of which the aziridinium radical

(CH2)2NH2 is a promising candidate to be used as the organic cation at A site of hybrid

halide perovskites. Figure 5.1a illustrates a proposed quasicubic phase of (CH2)2NH2PbI3.

This three-membered ring cation is only slightly larger than MA. As we will show below,

the ionization energy of (CH2)2NH2 is also much lower than that of MA. This fact im-

plies that aziridinium lead iodide (CH2)2NH2PbI3 might be stable and suitable for photo-

voltaic applications. Here we discuss the structural stability and electronic properties of the

new perovskite (CH2)2NH2PbI3. We also compare relevant electronic properties between

(CH2)2NH2PbI3, CH3NH3PbI3, and (CH2)3NH2PbI3.

5.2 Computational methods

An experimental structure of formamidinium iodide HC(NH2)2I54 was used as a parent

structure for (CH2)2NH2I (Fig. 5.2) and (CH2)3NH2I salts. The hexagonal structures

of CH3NH3PbI3, (CH2)2NH2PbI3 and (CH2)3NH2PbI3 are adopted from the hexagonal

HC(NH2)2PbI3
62. The crystal structures of CH3NH3PbBr3 and CH3NH3PbCl3 are ob-

tained from Swainson et al.64 and Chi et al.11, respectively. The crystal structures of MA

halides are obtained from Gabe18, Hughes and Lipscomb24, Ishida et al.27. Crystallographic

information files (CIF) with atomic structures used in calculations can be accessed through
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Figure 5.2: The crystal structure of aziridinium iodide (CH2)2NH2I.

the Cambridge crystallographic data centre (CCDC deposition numbers 1584308−1584327).

All calculations are based on DFT method33. Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gra-

dient approximation (PBE-GGA)51 is used for the exchange-correlation functional. Dis-

persion interactions are included at the DFT-D3 level22. To predict the bandgaps of per-

ovskites, a many body perturbation theory, within the GW approach23,25, is utilized includ-

ing the spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Vienna ab initio simulation program (VASP) and pro-

jector augmented-wave potentials are used to perform all the calculations3,35,36. Monopole,

dipole and quadrupole corrections implemented in VASP40,47 were used to eliminate leading

errors and acquiring accurate total energies of all charged ions.

For reciprocal space integration, 4 × 4 × 4 Monkhorst-Pack grid44 was used for cubic

perovskite phases, 5×5×3 for tetragonal perovskite phases, 4×4×4 for hexagonal phases,

5 × 5 × 3 for orthorhombic perovskite phases, and 6 × 2 × 4 for the triclinic phases of

(CH2)2NH2I and (CH2)3NH2I. The convergence of reaction enthalpies with respect to the

k-mesh density is achieved better than 5 meV, which was tested by doubling the density

for several perovskite structures and their reactants. The cutoff energy for a plane wave

expansion was set at 500 eV. The lattice constant and atomic positions were optimized such

that residual forces acting on atoms did not exceed 2 meV/Å, and the residual hydrostatic
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Table 5.1: Lattice constants prediction of orthorhombic CH3NH3PbI3 with different
exchange-correlation functionals

Functionals
Lattice constants (Å) Error(%)

Volume (Å3) Error(%)

a b c a b c

Exp.68 8.81 12.59 8.56 – – – 949 –
PBE 9.23 12.86 8.63 4.8 2.2 0.8 1025 7.9
PBE+vdW(D3) 8.92 12.72 8.51 1.2 1.1 −0.5 966 1.7
PBEsol 8.96 12.61 8.43 1.7 0.2 −1.5 953 0.4
SCAN 8.93 12.69 8.53 −0.4 −0.3 −0.4 974 2.6

pressure was less than 50 MPa.

The choice of a suitable exchange-correlation functional is determined by its ability to

accurately predict the lattice parameters. Since bare DFT calculations are limited to 0 K, we

compare the lattice parameters calculated with different exchange-correlation functionals

considering the low-temperature orthorhombic phase of CH3NH3PbI3. Results for PBE,

PBE+vdW(D3), PBEsol and SCAN functionals are listed in Table 5.1.

5.3 Results and discussion

The formability of inorganic perovskite structures can be rationalized via geometrical fac-

tors such as the Goldschmidt’s tolerance factor21 and Pauling’s octahedral factor50. To

calculate the geometrical factors of hybrid halide perovskites, the effective organic cation

radii are estimated as proposed by Kieslich et al.30. The effective radii of three- and

four-membered ring cations are listed in Table 5.2 along the side with the representative

organic and inorganic cations. The size of cyclic cations is between that of CH3NH3 and

HC(NH2)2. The cation effective radii are used to evaluate the Goldschmidt’s tolerance fac-

tor t for APbI3 perovskite structures (Table 5.2). The tolerance factor of (CH2)3NH2PbI3 is

too large to form a cubic or tetragonal structure (t > 0.9617), whereas the tolerance factor

for (CH2)2NH2PbI3 is within the perovskite formability limits.

According to our earlier study72, the radical ionization energy at A site has an effect on
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Table 5.2: Geometrical factors of selected perovskites and calculated ionization energies of
corresponding A site cations

Radical A
A+ cation radius Tolerance factor Ionization energy (eV)

(pm) for APbI3 DFTa Exp.

Cs 181 0.81 3.85 3.8945

CH3NH3 215 0.91 4.36 4.30±0.128

(CH2)2NH2 227 0.93 4.07 · · ·
(CH2)3NH2 250 0.98 3.96 · · ·
HC(NH2)2 264 1.01 4.18 · · ·
a The ionization energies are obtained from the PBE total energy difference

of cations and neutral radicals including the vibrational zero-point energy.

the final reaction enthalpy of hybrid halide perovskites. The lower ionization energy, the

more stable is the structure. See in Table. 5.2, both radicals (CH2)2NH2 and (CH2)3NH2

have lower ionization energies than MA. Their values are close to the ionization energy of

Cs which is the lowest one in the periodic table. This result suggests that (CH2)2NH2PbI3

and (CH2)3NH2PbI3 should be more stable than CH3NH3PbI3.

To further investigate the stability of (CH2)2NH2PbI3, we use the following decomposi-

tion reaction equation

(CH2)2NH2PbI3 → (CH2)2NH2I + PbI2 (5.3.1)

and the corresponding enthalpy

∆Hr = Etot[(CH2)2NH2PbI3]− Etot[(CH2)2NH2I]− Etot[PbI2] . (5.3.2)

The total energies Etot of products and the reactant are evaluated using DFT. If the total

energy of the products is lower than the total energy of the reactant, the perovskite structure

is deemed unstable71. This approach ignores finite temperature components of the free

energy, which is of the order of −0.1 eV for CH3NH3PbI3
65.

As a benchmark, we analyzed the stability and polymorphism of CH3NH3PbI3. Among
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Figure 5.3: Polymorphism of CH3NH3PbI3 with different exchange-correlation functionals.
The origin of the energy scale is set at the lowest energy structure for each computational

technique used.

various polymorphs, we include a possibility for a hexagonal phase, since perovskite struc-

tures with large cations (t > 0.96) have a tendency to adopt a hexagonal phase. PBE

is first used as the exchange-correlation functional. Results listed in Table 5.3 suggest

that the hexagonal structure of CH3NH3PbI3 has the lowest total energy at 0 K. This

finding contradicts experimental data,48,55,68 according to which CH3NH3PbI3 adopts the

orthorhombic structure below 162.2 K. Recently, a theory-based study reported similar

controversial results on the hexagonal CH3NH3PbI3 to have the lowest total energy and

predicted it is the stable low-temperature phase66. However, we are inclined to think that

the hexagonal phase of CH3NH3PbI3 is probably a metastable phase. It is the choice of

the exchange-correlation functional that is a possible reason for DFT failure to accurately

predict the correct polymorphism transformation order of CH3NH3PbI3. Thus, different

exchange-correlation functionals are employed to evaluate the polymorphism transforma-

tion of CH3NH3PbI3 (see in Fig. 5.3).

Figure 5.3 illustrates the total energies of different phases of CH3NH3PbI3 obtained
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Table 5.3: Polymorphism of hybrid halide perovskites predicted using DFT with and
without the van der Waals correction.

Compound Phase
PBE PBE+vdW(D3)

Etot (meV) ∆Hr (meV) Etot (meV) ∆Hr (meV)

CH3NH3PbI3

Cubic 111 71 122 160
Tetragonal 79 39 44 82

Orthorhombic 58 18 0 38
Hexagonal 0 -40 11 49

(CH2)2NH2PbI3

Cubic 107 -44 67 -81
Tetragonal 141 -10 54 -93

Orthorhombic 140 -12 63 -84
Hexagonal 0 -151 0 -147

(CH2)3NH2PbI3

Cubic 174 -51 73 -199
Tetragonal 194 -31 99 -173

Orthorhombic 171 -54 71 -201
Hexagonal 0 -225 0 -272

HC(NH2)2PbI3

Cubic 296 179 238 266
Tetragonal 142 25 50 79

Orthorhombic 113 -4 32 61
Hexagonal 0 -117 0 29

CH3NH3PbBr3
Cubic · · · · · · 71 13

Orthorhombic · · · · · · 0 -58

CH3NH3PbCl3
Cubic · · · · · · 68 -41

Orthorhombic · · · · · · 0 -109

using PBE, PBE+ZPE (zero point energy correction), PBE+vdW(D3)22, PBEsol13,52 and

SCAN63 exchange-correlation functionals. Bokdam et al.6 proposed SCAN as the supe-

rior exchange-correlation functional for structural simulations of hybrid halide perovskites.

However, all methods except for the PBE+vdW(D3) favour the hexagonal structure at low

temperature. The result indicates the importance of dispersion interactions to stabilize the

low-temperature orthorhombic CH3NH3PbI3. Li and Rinke38 pointed out that the van der

Waals (vdW) correction is also essential to obtain an accurate lattice constant of hybrid

halide perovskites. It should be noted that Thind et al.66 performed similar calculations

including vdW-correction, and their results showed that the hexagonal phase still has the

lowest total energy among all the phases, which contradicts our results. We suspect that
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the reason for discrepancy can be a suboptimal structure of the orthorhombic phase used

by Thind et al.66. Although the initial structure was adopted from experimental data,

the choice of exchange–correlation functional and optimization criteria might lead to this

suboptimal structure.

Since van der Waals effects are important for the polymorphism of CH3NH3PbI3, the

same can be extended for other types of hybrid halide perovskites. Thus we focus on

results obtained with PBE+vdW(D3) exchange-correlation functional in the remaining part

of the paper. Table 5.3 lists the results of polymorphism prediction and corresponding

decomposition reaction enthalpies for the perovskites of interest here. It is noticed that

except CH3NH3PbI3, all the other perovskites favour the hexagonal structures as the low-

temperature stable phase. This trend can be attributed to a greater size of organic cations

involved. For CH3NH3PbI3 and HC(NH2)2PbI3 ∆Hr values are weakly positive, which

contradicts formability of those compounds. The final temperature contribution will lower

the free energy down by approximately 0.1 eV65 making their formability feasible.

Recent comparative studies of stability among CH3NH3PbX3 perovskites with X =Cl,

Br, and I reported that a higher stability can be achieved by switching halide from I, to Br

and Cl8,29,39,41,46,71. Our calculated stability trend of CH3NH3PbX3 is consistent with those

observations. The lower reaction enthalpies of (CH2)2NH2PbI3 suggest that the stability of

(CH2)2NH2PbI3 will be superior to CH3NH3PbCl3 (Table 5.3).

Moreover, Tenuta et al.65 indicated that the degradation of APbI3 perovskites in the

moist environment is governed by the solubility of a AI salt. The saturation concentration

cs of AI in the solvent exponentially depends on the reaction enthalpy given by Eq. (5.3.2).

Considering a low reaction enthalpy of (CH2)3NH2PbI3, its decomposition via solvation of

(CH2)3NH2I in water will be hindered. This prediction is consistent with the exceptional

moisture stability of (CH2)3NH2PbI3
53.

The solvation of AIm salts can be captured by evaluating an enthalpy of the following
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Table 5.4: Solvation enthalpy ∆H of iodide salts in water.

Salt ∆H (eV)

CH3NH3I 0.45
(CH2)2NH2I 0.45
(CH2)3NH2I 0.39
HC(NH2)2I 0.35
PbI2 2.38

reaction

AIm(s)→ Am+(aq) +mI−(aq) (5.3.3)

Energies of the corresponding products are evaluated using an implicit solvation model of

VASPsol42,43 and the solvation enthalpies are presented in Table 5.4. The lower enthalpy

favours solubility of the salt. The high solubility of CH3NH3I in water and the low solubility

of PbI2 correlate with the enthalpy values listed in Table 5.4. The four discussed AI salts

have similar solvation enthalpies ranging from 0.35 to 0.45 eV. It suggests a similar solubility

of the AI salts. Therefore, the proposed perovskite (CH2)2NH2PbI3 should be less prone to

decomposition via dissolution in water due to its higher decomposition reaction enthalpy

(Table 5.3) rather than differences in solubility of the salt.

We compared the stability of the proposed cation with other mainstream cations using

the following decomposition pathway taking (CH2)2NH +
2 as an example

(CH2)2NH +
2 (aq) + I−(aq)→ (CH2)2NH(g) + HI(g). (5.3.4)

The corresponding enthalpies are listed in Table 5.5. Positive enthalpies indicate the dis-

cussed four cations are stable in an aqueous solution.

For the photovoltaic application of (CH2)2NH2PbI3, it is crucial that its structure adopts

a cubic phase at room temperature. The Goldschmidt’s tolerance factors of (CH2)2NH2PbI3

and CH3NH3PbBr3 are the same, 0.9346. Since CH3NH3PbBr3 prefers a cubic structure at
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Table 5.5: Decomposition enthalpy of cations via a proton exchange reaction (Eq. 5.3.4).

Cation A+ ∆H (eV)

CH3NH +
3 1.47

(CH2)2NH +
2 1.25

(CH2)3NH +
2 1.42

HC(NH2) +
2 1.89
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Figure 5.4: Correlation between the high-temperature phase transition point and the
energy difference between the low-temperature phase and high-temperature phase. The

linear line is a guide to the eye. High-temperature transition temperatures are taken form
Refs. Koh et al.32, Onoda-Yamamuro et al.48, Poglitsch and Weber55.

room temperature48,55, we can expect that (CH2)2NH2PbI3 will exhibit a similar polymor-

phism as a function of temperature. Besides, we found that the high-temperature phase

transition point vs the energy difference between the low-temperature and high-temperature

phases follows a linear trend (see Fig. 5.4). From Fig. 5.4, the energy difference between

cubic and hexagonal structures of (CH2)2NH2PbI3 is 67 meV, which is close to the energy

difference of 68 meV between cubic and orthorhombic structures of CH3NH3PbCl3. The

tetragonal CH3NH3PbCl3 transitions to a cubic phase at 190 K. We expect (CH2)2NH2PbI3

to have a similar transition behavior and to adopt the cubic phase above 190 K.

Till now, we found that the (CH2)2NH2PbI3 perovskite solar cells should be more stable
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Table 5.6: Bandgaps (eV) of hybrid halide perovskites prediction with PBE+vdW(D3)
and PBE+vdW(D3)+SOC

Compound Phase PBE+vdW(D3) PBE+vdW(D3)+SOC

CH3NH3PbI3

Cubic 1.44 0.38
Tetragonal 1.51 0.76

Orthorhombic 1.72 0.86
Hexagonal 2.53 2.20

(CH2)2NH2PbI3

Cubic 1.35 0.36
Tetragonal 1.58 0.62

Orthorhombic 1.53 0.58
Hexagonal 2.74 2.35

(CH2)3NH2PbI3

Cubic 1.56 0.54
Tetragonal 1.61 0.64

Orthorhombic 1.71 0.67
Hexagonal 2.69 2.31

HC(NH2)2PbI3

Cubic 1.34 0.33
Tetragonal 1.60 0.67

Orthorhombic 1.66 0.67
Hexagonal 2.52 2.20

than CH3NH3PbI3 and HC(NH2)2PbI3. [*Note that this conclusion is updated in the next

Chapter due to neglect of instability of aziridinium.] The key question remained unanswered

is whether the proposed perovskite structure can serve as a solar cell absorber material?

Here we report the band gap for the hypothetical (CH2)2NH2PbI3 obtained in the framework

of GW approximation taking into account relativistic effects. It is known that bandgap

is sensitive to structural properties. We found that the PBE+vdW(D3), PBEsol, and

SCAN exchange-correlation functionals can provide an accurate prediction for the lattice

constants (see Supporting information). Here, we continue to use PBE+vdW(D3) optimized

perovskite structures in order to remain consistent with the section on stability calculations.

Results for bandgaps obtained using PBE+vdW(D3) exchange-correlation functional with

and without SOC effect are shown in Table 5.6.

It is well known that DFT calculations with SOC grossly underestimates the bandgap

of perovskites67. In Table 5.6, the calculated bandgaps with PBE+vdW(D3)+SOC are
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Figure 5.5: Electronic band structure of (CH2)2NH2PbI3 calculated at the PBE+SOC
level with the band gap adjusted to match the G0W0+SOC result in Table 5.7. The k-path

includes the following high-symmetry points: Γ(0, 0, 0), R(0.5, 0.5, 0.5), and Y(0, 0.5, 0).

approximately 1 eV lower than the result without SOC. Bandgaps increase from the cu-

bic phase to the hexagonal phase. Polymorphs of (CH2)3NH2PbI3 demonstrate the largest

bandgaps among the four perovskites studied here. Bandgaps of different phases of (CH2)2NH2PbI3

lies between CH3NH3PbI3 and HC(NH2)2PbI3. It is obvious that hexagonal phases show

much larger bandgaps than perovskite phases. Thus, the hexagonal phase around room

temperature is not desirable when aiming at photovoltaic applications.

Figure 5.5 shows a relativistic band structure of quasicubic (CH2)2NH2PbI3. The fun-

damental band gap is near R-point of the Brillouin zone. The presence of a Rashba splitting

is noticeable at the vicinity of the band extrema, however, its magnitude is heavily reduced

when compared with the Rashba splitting at the CH3NH3PbI3 band edges7,16,57,73. The

Rashba splitting in halide hybrid perovskites originates from the strong spin-orbit interac-

tion and distortions in the Pb-centred octahedron57,73. A more centrosymmetric PbI3 cage

of the quasicubic structure and its larger volume can be a reason for the reduced Rashba

splitting in (CH2)2NH2PbI3.

The Rashba splitting in hybrid halide perovskites introduces an effectively indirect
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bandgap, which prolongs the carrier lifetime60,73. We expect the reduced Rashba splitting in

(CH2)2NH2PbI3 not to impede its power conversion efficiency for photovoltaic applications,

since a similar weaker splitting can be found in the band structures of HC(NH2)2PbI3
10.

Recently, Yang et al.70 fabricated formamidinium-lead-halide-based perovskite solar cells

with a certified 22.1% power conversion efficiency.

It is well known that a first-principle GW approximation with SOC can accurately

predict the bandgaps of hybrid halide perovskites7,67. First, we used a single-shot G0W0

approximation with SOC to evaluate the bandgaps of quasicubic phases for perovskites of

interest (Table 5.7). Next, we carried out a partially self-consistent calculation by perform-

ing 4 iterations of G only (referred to as GW0). The single-shot G0W0 method gave the

best match of bandgaps with the experimental values (Table 5.7). Based on this table, we

found that the bandgap of quasicubic (CH2)2NH2PbI3 is 0.17 eV lower than quasicubic

CH3NH3PbI3 and 0.09 eV higher than quasicubic HC(NH2)2PbI3.

The Shockley-Queisser limit58 states that the ultimate efficiency for a single-junction

solar cell can be estimated via

η(xg) =
xg
∫∞
xg
x2/(ex − 1) dx∫∞

0 x3/(ex − 1) dx
(5.3.5)

xg = Eg/kTs. (5.3.6)

The symbol Eg in Eq. (5.3.6) is the corresponding bandgap, k is the Boltzmann’s con-

stant and Ts is the temperature of the sun. The numerator in Eq. (5.3.5) is finite and

vanishes when xg approaches zero and approaches infinity4,58. When Eg = 1.1 eV , η(xg)

has a maximum value58. Hence, compared with bandgap of CH3NH3PbI3, lower bandgap

of (CH2)2NH2PbI3 is closer to the optimal Eg = 1.1 eV . This discussion suggests that

(CH2)2NH2PbI3 may render a higher efficiency than CH3NH3PbI3.
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Table 5.7: Quasiparticle bandgaps (eV) of various perovskites in the quasicubic phase.

Perovskites G0W0+SOC GW0+SOC Exp. Reported GW+SOC

CH3NH3PbI3 1.66 1.76 1.6956 1.27−1.671,5,7,19,56

(CH2)2NH2PbI3 1.49 1.53 · · · · · ·
(CH2)3NH2PbI3 1.84 1.99 · · · · · ·
HC(NH2)2PbI3 1.40 1.44 1.43−1.4815,32,49,61 1.462

5.4 Conclusion

To summarize, we used first-principle calculations to predict the structure and characterize

the stability and electronic properties of hybrid halide perovskites. The PBE exchange-

correlation functional was used to evaluate the ionization energy of different cations. The

polymorphism of perovskites is best captured when van der Waals correction is included

at the PBE+vdW(D3) level to accurately predict the order of phases. An implicit sol-

vation model was used to describe the interaction between a solute and solvent (water)

when evaluating the solubility of perovskite decomposition products. The electronic band

structure and Rashba splitting effect are captured through a relativistic calculation at the

PBE level. To estimate the bandgaps of perovskites, we used a quasiparticle GW ap-

proximation considering the spin-orbit interaction, which gives the most accurate results

compared with experimental data. As a result, we proposed a three-membered cyclic or-

ganic cation based halide hybrid perovskite (CH2)2NH2PbI3 which has the potential to be

used as the absorber material for photovoltaics. The low ionization energy of organic radi-

cal (CH2)2NH2 decreases the reaction enthalpy of forming the corresponding perovskite. It

suggests that this lower reaction enthalpy renders a much better stability of (CH2)2NH2PbI3

than CH3NH3PbI3 and HC(NH2)2PbI3.[*Note that this conclusion is updated in the next

Chapter due to neglect of instability of aziridinium.] The appropriate cation radius of

(CH2)2NH2 for the PbI3 framework and a low energy difference between high-temperature

and low-temperature phases make (CH2)2NH2PbI3 transfer to a cubic phase feasible below

room temperature. Relativistic band structure plot demonstrates the existence of a Rashba
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splitting in (CH2)2NH2PbI3, albeit less prominent than in CH3NH3PbI3. The Rashba split-

ting will allow (CH2)2NH2PbI3 to form an indirect bandgap near R-point in the Brillouin

zone and benefit from an enhanced charge carrier lifetime. GW calculations suggest that

the cubic phase of (CH2)2NH2PbI3 has an even lower bandgap of 1.49 eV than CH3NH3PbI3

thereby making the former perovskite a suitable absorber material for solar cells.
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6.1 Introduction

The power conversion efficiency of perovskite solar cells surpassed 24%29 only a decade

after the first report of a perovskite solar cell16. However, the lifetime of perovskite solar

cells is still constrained by instability issues24. Environmental factors such as moisture28,

ultraviolet light39, oxygen4, and thermal stress25 are believed to be the major causes for

degradation of perovskite solar cells. The vulnerability of perovskites is related to the intrin-

sic instability of lead halide perovskites41,44 and CH3NH3PbI3 in particular. This challenge

inspired a search for intrinsically stable perovskite materials with promising photovoltaic

properties.

The ionization energy of the cation on site A in a general perovskite structure AMX3

can be used as one of the indicators for predicting stability of hybrid halide perovskites45.

Cations with a lower ionization energy tend to form more stable perovskite structures.

Zheng and Rubel46 proposed a new perovskite material that features a three-membered

ring cation, aziridinium CH2CH2N+H2 (Azr+) shown in Fig. 6.1(a), with the ionization

energy lower than methylammonium (MA). According to first-principle calculations40,46,

the decomposition reaction

AzrPbI3 → AzrI + PbI2 (6.1.1)

is energetically unfavourable. Thus, AzrPbI3 was proclaimed to be more stable than

MAPbI3
46, which inspired follow up theoretical studies20,21,22,40.

Although, on the theoretical level the perovskite structure of AzrPbI3 seems to be stable,

the Azr+ ring itself is very volatile3, which raises a concern about feasibility of AzrPbI3

synthesis. In addition to volatility, according to Rycke et al.35, a three-membered Azr+ ring

is 17,000 times more reactive than a four-membered azetidinium ring. The high reactivity

of Azr+ can be attributed to its high ring strain energy. Aziridine ring has a ring strain of

26.7 kcal/mol7, which was measured with reference to the piperidine structure. A reason for

the high strain energy in Azr+ is similar to that in cyclopropane. In the case of cyclopropane,
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the C−C−C bond angle of 60◦ is far from the ideal 109.5◦ for bonds between atoms with

sp3 hybridized atomic orbitals. A reduced hybridization between orbitals weakens the C−C

bonds making three-membered rings prone to opening32. In the case of aziridine, the ring

opening reaction is even more favourable because amide anions are better leaving groups33.

The neglect of the Azr+ ring-open effect in our previous study46 puts in question the

feasibility of the proposed AzrPbI3 structure as a potential photovoltaic material. Here we

use a density-functional theory (DFT) to further investigate stability of the Azr+ perovskite.

We show that the Azr+ ring opening and its reaction with water hinder the synthesis of the

previously proposed perovskite structure of AzrPbI3.

6.2 Method

The perovskite structure AzrPbI3 discussed in the current work is the same structure which

was reported earlier46. The previously reported structure of the AzrI salt46 was created

from the parent structure of formamidinium iodide31. The organic compound CH3CHNH2

inside the open-ring AzrPbI3 was adopted from the most stable (C2H6N)+ isomorph1. The

hexagonal structure of AzrPbI3 is inspired by the structure of δ-HC(NH2)2PbI3
38. The

crystal structure of 2-hydroxyethylammonium iodide was taken from Ref.15. The crystallo-

graphic information files (CIF files) with the atomic structure of solids and molecules used

in this work can be accessed through the Cambridge crystallographic data center (CCDC).

AzrPbI3 closed-ring cubic, open-ring cubic, and open-ring hexagonal phases correspond to

CCDC deposition numbers 1948430, 1947458, and 1947836, respectively. The structures of

2-iodoethanamine, a linear chain polyethylenimine, and 2-hydroxyethylammonium iodide

can be found under CCDC deposition numbers 1948318, 1947839, and 1948421, respectively.

All of the electronic properties, as well as the total energy calculations have been accom-

plished in the framework of DFT13,14 with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof30 (PBE) exchange-

correlation functional. Dispersion interactions were incorporated at the DFT-D3 level11.
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Calculations were performed with Vienna ab initio simulation program (VASP) and projec-

tor augmented-wave potentials2,17,18. A conjugate-gradient algorithm was used to achieve

ion relaxation by minimizing forces below 2 meV/Å together with the cell shape and cell

volume relaxation. Monopole, dipole and quadrupole corrections implemented in VASP

were used to eliminate leading errors and acquiring accurate total energies of all charged

ions23,27. The cut-off energy for a plane wave expansion was set at 500 eV. The total energy

convergence was set at 0.1 µeV.

For reciprocal space integration, a 4 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst-Pack grid26 was applied for

2-hydroxyethylammonium iodide solid, 4 × 4 × 4 for cubic AzrPbI3 perovskite structures,

3× 3× 3 for hexagonal open-ring phase of AzrPbI3,2× 3× 3 for NH2(CH2)2I(s), 3× 3× 2

for PbI2, 3× 3× 6 for AzrI, and a single Γ point for all gas phase molecules.

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Aziridinium ring opening inside the PbI3 framework

First we investigate the Azr+ ring stability within the PbI3 cage. It is assumed that the

PbI3 cage deforms but remains intact as the Azr+ cation undergoes the ring opening trans-

formation. There are multiple possible open-ring Azr+ structures. Barone et al.1 reported

seven isomers as candidates for the Azr+ ring opening. Among those seven alternative struc-

tures, CH3CHNH +
2 (shown in Fig. 6.1b) possessed lowest total energy based on molecular

electronic structure calculations and was selected as the open-ring Azr+ structure in our

study.

The Azr+ ring strain within PbI3 framework was evaluated as the total energy difference

∆E = E(c-AzrPbI3)− E(o-AzrPbI3), (6.3.1)

where E(c-AzrPbI3) and E(o-AzrPbI3) refer to the closed-ring and open-ring structures,
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respectively. The resultant ∆E is 0.7 eV per formula unit (f.u.) for the cubic phase.

(The cubic structure corresponds to a high temperature stable phase for hybrid halide

perovskites34,43.) Although the lattice energies of different crystal structures, e.g. cubic,

orthorhombic, hexagonal are not calculated, it is still reasonable to estimate that the lattice

energies decrease from cubic phase to hexagonal phase due to smaller lattice constants. Our

result is less than the aziridine ring strain of 26.7 kcal/mol (1 eV/f.u.) reported in Ref.7 due

to an additional chemical strain imposed on the cation by the PbI3 cage. The magnitude

of ∆E is far beyond a PBE chemical uncertainty (±0.03 eV/atom12) and large enough to

rule out existence of the closed-ring AzrPbI3 perovskite.

The next question is whether the open-ring perovskite structure of AzrPbI3 is stable

and potentially useful for photovoltaics. The size of Azr+ in the open-ring configuration

is relatively large. The hexagonal phase better accommodates organic cations of the size

greater than MA. Both cubic and hexagonal phases of open-ring AzrPbI3 are shown in

Fig. 6.1(d,e). The hexagonal phase has lower total energy by approximately 0.1 eV/f.u.,

which is within the DFT-PBE uncertainty and is of the same order as the final temperature

corrections to the enthalpy and entropy of hybrid halide perovskites41. The energy difference

is, therefore, not conclusive to establish the room-temperature phase of open-ring AzrPbI3

with certainty.

The band gap of open-ring cubic and hexagonal structures of AzrPbI3 was calculated at

the DFT-PBE level without taking spin-orbit coupling into account. This approach yields

a reliable estimate for the band gaps of halide perovskites due to cancelation of errors

coming from the DFT semilocal exchange-correlation functional and omission of relativistic

effects8. The open-ring cubic and hexagonal structure have the band gap of 1.6 and 2.1 eV,

respectively. The band gap of the hexagonal structure is too far from the optimum range

of 1.1− 1.5 eV for single-junction solar cells set by the Shockley-Queisser limit36.
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6.3.2 Aziridinium ring opening without maintaining the PbI3 framework

Next, we address the stability of an open-ring AzrPbI3 phase. We investigate three decom-

position pathways which feature the Azr+ ring opening and rupture of the PbI3 framework.

The first structure is a linear polyethylenimine, the product of a suggested polymeriza-

tion shown in Fig. 6.1(f). The second structure is 2-Iodoethanamine shown in Fig. 6.1(g),

generated under a halide nucleophilic ring-opening reaction. The third structure is 2-

hydroxyethylammonium shown in Fig. 6.1(h), which is a water-induced product serving

as the mean of testing the water resistance. The most favourable product, which features

the lowest total energy, shall be determined via DFT calculations.

Aziridinium polymerization

Aziridine in acid medium generates Azr+ which undergoes polymerization thanks to its

minimum steric hindrance10. Interactions between Azr+ and aziridine result in a polymer-

ization reaction with a branched polyethylenimine as a product9. Due to the high similarity

in chemical structure and similar thermodynamic/kinetic feasibility for polymerization with

aziridine, we assume polymerized product of Azr+ is similar to the polymerized product of

aziridine, a branched linear polyethylenimine.

Here, we choose to calculate the total energy of linear polyethylenimine shown in

Fig. 6.1(f) due to its simple structure and compatibility with periodic boundary condi-

tions imposed by VASP. The linear polyethylenimine shares a similar chemical structure as

branch polyethylenimine. The decomposition pathway is

AzrPbI3(s)→ (C2H5N)n(s) + HI(g) + PbI2(s), (6.3.2)

where AzrPbI3(s) refer to the hexagonal open-ring phase. The total energy of products

in this reaction is 1.6 eV above the total energy of AzrPbI3(s). This result rules out the

polymer chain as a viable decomposition product.
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Halide nucleophilic attack

The Azr+ ion can be considered as an activated aziridine, which easily undergoes ring open-

ing reaction depending on the nature of nucleophiles33. Cerichelli and Luchetti5 suggest

that the protonation of nitrogen is potentially accountable for ring opening. Nucleophilic

reactions with hydrogen protonated Azr+ were studied in Refs.3,6 that feature a halide

ion attacking on the C and liberating ICH2H2CNH2 from the ring. The resultant product

iodoethylamine (NH2(CH2)2I) is inspired by structures presented in Refs.3,6. Several alter-

native arrangements of solid iodoethylamine were studied, and the lowest energy structure

is shown in Fig. 6.1(g).

The corresponding decomposition pathway can be expressed as

AzrPbI3(s)→ NH2(CH2)2I(s) + PbI2(s). (6.3.3)

The total energy difference of products in this reaction is 0.9 eV above the AzrPbI3 hexag-

onal open-ring phase. This result shows iodoethylamine is not a favourable product for the

decomposition reaction. Silva and Goodman37 has done a similar study on halide induced

Azr+ ring opening. In Silva and Goodman’s study, the energy difference between the three-

memebered ring and halide open-ring structure is very close. One group of data from Silva

also shows that the closed-ring Azr+ halide is more stable than the open-ring Azr+ halide.

In other words, Silva and Goodman’s finding further confirms that the structure induced

by nucleophilic ring opening reaction is not as favourable as the ring rupturing in the PbI3

framework.

Reaction with water

It is critical to analyze degradation mechanisms that involve water for determining the

stability of halide perovskites. There are some ambiguities regarding the product of Azr+

reaction with water. Bouyacoub et al.3 proposed H2N+(CH2)2OH2, whereas Kohrt et al.15
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suggested H3N+(CH2)2OH. The two structures differ by the location of a hydrogen atom.

Our total energy calculations suggest the second structure as the most favourable prod-

uct [Fig. 6.1(h)]. Hydroxyethylammonium (H3N+(CH2)2OH) is known to the perovskites

community as a precursor for deficient perovskites19,42. This cation is too large to form

stoichiometric perovskite structures, but it can fill in for a (Pb−I)+ vacancy in perovskites.

The reaction with water can be expressed as

AzrPbI3(s) + H2O(g)→ NH3(CH2)2OHI(s) + PbI2(s). (6.3.4)

The total energy difference for this reaction is 0.7 eV in favour of the right hand side. This

result indicates that the open-ring AzrPbI3 is unstable in the moist environment.

6.4 Conclusion

The stability of a recently-proposed aziridinium lead iodide perovskite was investigated

using density functional theory. The work was motivated by a high ring strain associated

with the three-membered aziridinium cation. We show that opening the aziridinium ring

within the PbI3 cage liberates the energy of about 0.7 − 0.8 eV per formula unit. This

result rules out the possibility of an experimental synthesis of the aziridinium lead iodide

perovskite material. In an open-ring configuration, the aziridinium lead iodide would likely

adopt a hexagonal structure rather than a perovskite structure. (The stable hexagonal

structure shows that both [PbI6] octahedral and all-corner sharing 3D network do not

exist.) However, the difference in the total energy of 0.1 eV between the two alternative

structures is within the chemical uncertainty of an exchange-correlation functional used.

The open-ring aziridinium cation is unstable in moist environments. It can readily react

with water forming a hydroxyethylammonium ion. Even though this cation is stable, it is

too large for stoichiometric lead halide perovskite structures.
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Figure 6.1: Structures used in total energy DFT calculations. (a) Three-membered ring
Azr+. (b) Most stable open-ring configuration for Azr+ (The charge is adopted by

extracting one electron from the neutral molecule during the calculations which is not
shown in figure.) (c) Crystal structure of AzrPbI3 in a closed-ring cubic phase. (d)

Open-ring cubic phase of AzrPbI3. (e) Open-ring hexagonal phase of AzrPbI3. (f) Linear
chain polyethylenimine (C2H5N)n. (g) 2-Iodoethanamine (ArzI, open-ring configuration).

(h) 2-Hydroxyethylammonium iodide.
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Figure 6.2: DFT total energies of various products associated with decomposition of
AzrPbI3 taken relative to the closed-ring cubic phase. Negative values correspond to

stable products. The chemical accuracy of DFT-PBE is about ±0.15 eV/f.u.
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7.1 Introduction

The evolution of hybrid halide perovskite solar cells makes a contribution to the goal of

replacing fossil fuels. High power conversion efficiency and low fabrication cost allow per-

ovskite photovoltaics to be a tough competitor against traditional silicon solar cells. Since

the inception of halide perovskite solar cells with 3.8% power conversion efficiency in 200929,

within 10 years of development, the world-record power conversion efficiency of perovskite

photovoltaics has reached 25.2% according to the efficiency chart published by the National

Renewable Energy Laboratory1. However, the poor stability of perovskite photovoltaic

absorbers still remains unsolved and hinders the solar cells entering people’s daily life.

Among the stimuli caused degradation of hybrid perovskite, water is confirmed to de-

grade MAPbI3
18. Whereas, the role of water incorporation into MAPbI3 remains a topic of

debate, with conflicting results reported in the literature. It is found the moisture invasion

fractures the connection of C−N in CH3NH3 (MA) and generate ammonia and hydrogen

iodide26,36

CH3NH3PbI3(s)
H2O−−−→ (−CH2−) + NH3(g) + HI(g) + PbI2(s) . (7.1.1)

Kakekhani et al.24 propose a super-hydrous state of water incorporation in MAPbI3 to

explain deterioration of its photovoltaic properties in a moist environment. Besides, Philippe

et al.55 and Niu et al.47 proposed a decomposition mechanism relating to the presence of

CH3NH3I (MAI) and PbI2,

CH3NH3PbI3(s)
H2O−−−→ CH3NH3I(aq) + PbI2(s) . (7.1.2)

In fact, two extreme water content conditions are discussed above: atmospheric moisture

and liquid water. Both of the mechanisms are important. For fresh perovskite photovoltaics,
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moisture degradation is obviously important for endurance. There are plenty of publica-

tions investigating the moisture-induced degradation of CH3NH3PbI3
2,3,16,30,43,57,60,64,67.

As photovoltaics, it has to be considered that different situations the cells will encounter,

e.g. after a couple of years, cracks of the photovoltaic modules are inevitable37. At this

stage, understanding of liquid water degradation mechanism becomes important. There

are less investigations about the liquid water degradation pathway9,10,46. It is still un-

clear about the mechanism of CH3NH3PbI3 degradation in liquid water, such as the energy

barrier, decomposition details.

Key challenges in understanding the degradation mechanism of MAPbI3 are the diffi-

culties in determining the surface chemistry of the first few atomic layers of the pristine

material without any exposure to ambient atmospheric conditions, and, conversely, the dif-

ficulties in measuring this same surface chemistry in real-time under exposure to realistic

environments26. Molecular dynamics (MD) make it possible to explore the degradation

mechanism at the atomic level. Caddeo et al.9, Mosconi et al.46 simulated the hetero-

geneous interface between water and MAPbI3 to study its water degradation mechanism.

Mosconi et al.46 observed first MAI unit dissolved within 8.5 ps using an ab initio molecular

dynamics (AIMD). Caddeo et al.9 observed a fast dissolution of outermost MAI-terminated

layers within 10 ps using classical molecular dynamics. Whereas, the details of the initial

phase of the degradation process, such as energy barriers of corresponding steps, and the

preference of ions leaving the surface are still missing. We performed AIMD simulation

for water and MAPbI3 interface aiming to clarify the degradation mechanism of MAPbI3

in water. Contrary to previous reports of a short degradation time, our AIMD simulation

of the heterogeneous interface renders no dissolution event happening within 12 ps. This

phenomenon questions the immediacy of MAPbI3 degradation in water.18 During 12 ps

standard AIMD simulation, we observed both I– and MA+ ions trying to detach from the

MAPbI3 surface. As time passed by, the ions retrace back to the Pb−I framework cavity.

Thus, the dissolution event reported in Mosconi et al.46 could be an artefact due to a limited
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simulation time of about 10 ps.

The ionic nature of MAPbI3
16,53 allows to draw a parallel to the research on simulation

of NaCl dissolution. Intriguingly, Liu et al.39 and Chen et al.11 encountered the same

situation when dissolving NaCl using MD. A single ionic dissolution is a rare event, which

is unlikely to happen on the time scale of an AIMD simulation. Therefore, the dissolution

needs to be ”driven” artificially11. Metadynamics8,23,34 is a powerful algorithm that can be

used both for probing the free energy landscape and for accelerating rare events in systems

described by complex Hamiltonians, at the classical or at the quantum level. Since the

dissolution of MAPbI3 in water is viewed as a rare event, it needs a much longer simulation

time to capture the dissolution, and this finding raises a question about the validity of

conclusions drawn from the relatively short 10 ps simulation9.

In the current research, we propose the water degradation mechanism employing the

capability of ab initio metadynamics which uses computational sands to fill the initial

potential valley and to force the trapped system from the initial basin and explore the

energy landscape. And it gives the possibility to describe the heterogeneous interface with

a large system from the atomic level, dynamically and considering finite temperature effects.

Hence, the method can accelerate and capture the dissolution process of MAPbI3 in water.

Here, the free energy surface (FES) of water dissolution MAPbI3 can be reconstructed based

on the historical computational sands added to the basin. The obtained FES suggests a

relatively low energy barrier of the first step of the dissolution process. In addition, an

analysis based on a thermodynamic cycle for dissolution MAPbI3 explains the intrinsic

water instability of MAPbI3. The low dissolution energy barrier and spontaneous dissolving

trend together unravel the fragile nature of MAPbI3 when encountering water.
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7.2 Computational method

Electronic structure calculations have been performed in the framework of DFT28 and

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation54 (GGA-PBE) for the exchange-

correlation functional. Van der Waals correction is important for halide hybrid perovskite

due to bare DFT method cannot provide correct dependence of van der Waals force63,72.

When considering van der Waals correction for hybrid halide perovskites the predicted lat-

tice parameters are more accurate than bare DFT calculations63. Among different van der

Waals corrections, Li and Yang35 employed both optb86B-vdW27 and PBE+D3 method17

to optimize structures. The results show that both the vdW functionals can give accurate

crystal structure predictions. The PBE+D3 method acts even better than optb86B-vdW

when comparing with experimental data. Except for the structural properties, our previous

work72 analyzed the polymorphism of MAPbI3 employing different functionals including

PBE+D3. We concluded that the PBE+D3 can accurately predict the trend of polymor-

phism of MAPbI3. It indicates PBE+D3 can capture the total energy estimation very well.

Hence, the PBE+D3 level van der Waals correction is considered for all calculations. Total

energies of all compounds were obtained using the Vienna ab initio simulation program

(VASP) and projector augmented-wave (PAW) potentials5,31,32.

The phase separation energy difference ∆Etot of MAPbI3 and CsPbI3 are adopted from

our previous calculations71. For reciprocal space integration, 3 × 3 × 2 Monkhorst-Pack

grid45 was used for tetragonal MAPbI3, 4 × 4 × 3 for hexagonal PbI2 and 3 × 6 × 2 for

orthorhombic CsPbI3. The convergence of ∆Etot with respect to the k-mesh density was

tested via doubling the density for investigated perovskite structures and corresponding

decomposed structures. The convergence is better than 5 meV. The cutoff energy for a

plane wave expansion was set at 400 eV. The lattice constant and atomic positions were

optimized such that residual forces acting on atoms did not exceed 2 meV/Å, and the

residual hydrostatic pressure was less than 50 MPa.
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For AIMD calculations, a semi-empirical scaling method65,73 is used to achieve a finite-

temperature structure of MAPbI3 that is self-consistent with PBE functional with the van

der Waals correction. According to scanning tunnelling electron microscopy studies of

MAPbI3
49,58, we selected a MAI-terminated (001) surface structure of tetragonal MAPbI3.

The MAPbI3 slab was modelled as 2 × 2 in plane per-optimized tetragonal supercell with

the thickness of 7 atomic layers spaced by 18.6 Å filled by water molecules (see Fig. 7.1).

The number of water molecules embedded is 158 which is obtained based on the experi-

mental liquid water density. The dimension of the periodic cell are a = b = 17.72 Å which

corresponds twice of the size of tetragonal MAPbI3. In total, we have c = 38.35 Å for the

heterogeneous structure. In order to obtain initial randomization of the atomic positions,

we performed a standard AIMD simulation in two stages: pre-heating followed by a fixed

temperature relaxation. Pre-heating from 0 to 300 K was performed in 700 steps (step size

of 1 fs) using a linear ramp-up function (VASP tag SMASS = −1). Velocities were scaled

every 20 MD steps. Although the orientations of MA+ cations on the surface are anisotropic

after this two-stage relaxation, we noticed the −NH +
3 groups of MA+ ions are attracted

by oxygen atoms from adjacent water molecules during relaxation. Accuracy of computed

Hellmann-Feynman forces was determined by the energy convergence criterion of 10−6 eV.

Only one k point at Γ was used to sample the Brillouin zone. Atomic positions and veloc-

ities at the end of the preheating stage were taken as the input for the fixed temperature

relaxation. The fixed temperature relaxation was conducted at 300 K for ∼ 9.8 ps (step size

of 1 fs). A Nosé–Hoover thermostat21,48 was used to stabilize the temperature (VASP tag

SMASS = 0). Atomic positions during AIMD were stored every 20 steps. Crystallographic

information files (CIF) with atomic structures used in calculations can be accessed through

the Cambridge crystallographic data centre (CCDC deposition numbers 1919295−1919299).

Metadynamics was applied to accelerates the rare events of the heterogeneous interface

(VASP tag MDALGO = 21). It is realized by augmenting the system Hamiltonian H̃(t)

with a time-dependent bias potential Ṽ (t, ξ) which acts on selected collective variables
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ξ = {ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξm}

H̃(t) = H + Ṽ (t, ξ) , (7.2.1)

where H stands for the original Hamiltonian of unbiased system. Ṽ (t, ξ) is defined as a sum

of Gaussian hills with height h and width w,

Ṽ (t, ξ) = h

bt/tGc∑
i=1

exp

[
−|ξ

(t) − ξ(i·tG)|2

2w2

]
. (7.2.2)

During the metadynamic simulation, Ṽ (t, ξ) is updated by adding a new Gaussian with a

time increment tG which is set to 100 fs. A collective variable (CV) is a function of the

particle positions. We employed two CVs in the current metadynamics. The first CV (ξ1)

is defined as the coordination number

ξ1 =
M∑
i=1

1− (qi/ci)
9

1− (qi/ci)14
(7.2.3)

of the departing I– (or N atom of monitored MA+ during a paralleled MA+ dissolution)

with the rest I– (or N atoms of other MA+) in the topmost complete layer of the surface.

M is the number of I– in the topmost layer except the monitored I– (or N atom in MA+).

ci is defined as the interatomic distance between the monitored I– (or N atom in MA+)

and each rest of I– (or N atom in MA+) in the initial state. qi is the on-the-fly interatomic

distance between the monitored I– (or N atom in MA+) and each rest of I– (or N atom in

MA+) during the simulation.

The second CV (ξ2) records the interatomic distance between the monitored I– and

Pb2+ underneath it. An estimate of the underlying free energy A(ξ) can be obtained via a

sufficiently long time simulation,

A(ξ) = lim
t→∞

Ṽ (t, ξ) + const . (7.2.4)
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The choice of coordination numbers and Pb−I distance as two CVs is because these CVs vary

according to different dissolution stages. CV (ξ2) directly indicates the dissolution process

of the monitored I– ion. However, only CV (ξ2) is not sufficient to tell the difference between

the states of I– ion attached on the surface and further dissolution in water. CV (ξ1) is able

to reflect the bond breaks accompanying the leaving of I– ion. Combination with CV (ξ1),

it is clear to explore an intermediate state. Liu et al.39 used different combinations of CVs

and determined that the same settings as we used are the best combination to characterize

the dissolution event.

After the standard ∼ 9.8 ps MD, the width of Gaussian hill is determined from a

continuous 1.8 ps metadynamics which monitors the two CVs without adding hills. The

amplitudes of these CVs in the reactant well indicate the width of the well13, and we set

w = 0.11. Considering our large system (more than 800 atoms) and the complexity of the

dissolution procedure, we set h = 0.026 eV from IS to IM. After passing the IM state, we

increased the Gaussian height to 0.052 eV. To characterize the hydrogen bonds between

water molecules and I– , we set the bonding searching range to 3.25 Å25. Plumed package7

and Gnuplot were utilized to reconstruct and plot the FES of dissolution events. VESTA 3

package44 was used to visualize crystal structures.

7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Dissolution energy barrier estimation

In this section, it will be shown that MAPbI3 dissolution is a complex multi-step process

triggered by the initial departure of I– ions from the MAI-terminated surface. The choice

of the MAI-terminated surface as a starting point is based on the scanning tunnelling mi-

croscopy topography observations of halide hybrid perovskite surface49,58. An intermediate

state is identified as the departing ion is partially hydrated but still remains within prox-

imity from the MAPbI3 surface. Starting with an equilibrated configuration we performed
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Figure 7.1: The initial state (IS) configuration of water/MAPbI3 interface. Light pink
represents hydrogen atoms. Red represents oxygen atoms. Brown represents carbon

atoms. Light purple represents nitrogen atoms. Grey represents the lead atoms. Purple
represents iodine atoms.

metadynamics using biasing variables (see Method section) aimed at obtaining the lowest

free energy pathway for the detachment of I– from the MAPbI3 surface.

We begin with the discussion of dissolving I– using the metadynamics. An equilibrated

heterogeneous interface is taken as the initial structure for metadynamic simulation of the

dissolution process. The observation of I– or MA+ ion backtracking to Pb−I cavity, as

previously discussed, is due to the trapping of the system in the initial FES basin using

standard AIMD. The configuration trapped at this basin is named as the initial state (IS)

shown in Fig. 7.1. In the IS, the monitored I– (labelled yellow) forms hydrogen bonds

with two water molecules above it and bonds with a lead atom underneath it. Under the

action of the metadynamic bias, the system is discouraged to revisit previously explored
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Figure 7.2: The initial state (IS), first transition state (TSI), intermediate state (IM),
second transition state (TSII) and final state (FS) of the initial dissolution of MAPbI3 in
water, respectively. I−Pb interaction is marked as dashed line, and the value is shown in

each configuration. It is clear to see that the I−Pb bond breaks at TSI and the monitored
I– detaches surface at TSII. Lower panel shows the conrresponding topview of each

configuration.

spots. With accumulating the computational sands, the initial basin is filled and the system

is forced to escape from the local minima. We observe the elongation of the I−Pb bond

shown in Fig.7.2a and Fig.7.2b. After around 7 ps of metadynamic simulation, the system

arrives at the first transition state (TSI) of the dissolution process shown in Fig. 7.2c and

Fig. 7.2d, the I−Pb bond breaks. At the transition state, the I– ion retains two hydrogen

bonds with two water molecules. Besides, the I– forms bonds with a hydrogen atom on

−NH +
3 group of one MA+, and with a hydrogen atom on −CH3 group of the another

MA+. The interatomic distance of the monitored I−Pb bond streches from 3.22 Å at IS

to 5.27 Å at TSI. We continued the metadynamic simulation after conquering the TSI.

The lifted I– drifts away from the underneath Pb2+. Meanwhile, neighbour MA+ cations

of the monitored I– drift towards the cavity. It is intriguing to find that the departing I–

ion does not enter solvent immediately and the surrounding MA+ cations do not leave the

lattice following the I– ion. The heterogeneous interface evolves towards a state in which
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the I– is partly hydrated, but remains trapped close to the surface illustrated in Fig. 7.2e

and Fig. 7.2f. We assign this local energy minimum as an intermediate state (IM). The

partially hydrated I– is in an adatom-like configuration. Upon transition from TSI to IM,

the coordination number of the I– with the solvent water molecules increases from ∼ 2 to

∼ 4.

During the whole simulation, we find the system spends a long time at IM basin. The

partly hydrated I– stays on top of one neighbour MA+ cation due to an electrostatic

attraction. Once the IM basin is filled, the system comes to the second transition state

(TSII), the corresponding configuration is shown in Fig. 7.2g and Fig. 7.2h. From IM to

TSII, the pulling forces from water molecules acting on the I– gradually overwhelm the

interactions between the I– and underneath MA+. The adatom-like I– ion detaches from

the MA+ cation. The number of water molecules in the hydration shell of I– increase

to 5. The system needs to conquer the barrier of 0.22 eV to reach TSII. This relatively

larger energy barrier (compared with the initial 0.16 eV) is explained by breaking of the

electrostatic attraction between the leaving I– and MA+. After passing through the TSII,

the system evolves to a final state (FS) shown in Fig. 7.2i and Fig. 7.2j. We characterize

the FS as a state where I– escapes from the MAPbI3 surface and fully dissolves in water.

In the FS, I– ion is coordinated by ∼ 7 water molecules, consistent with both experimental

and ab initio simulated coordination number of 6 − 925,41. The overall energy barrier for

the initial dissolution event is obtained as the energy difference between the IS and TSII

which is 0.18 eV.

We portray the FES of the dissolution process of MAPbI3 in water in Fig. 7.3. The ease

of the first dissolution event happening is determined by an energy barrier between IS and

TSI. Figure 7.3 suggests that the initial configuration needs to conquer 0.16 eV energy bar-

rier to break the I−Pb bond in aqueous environment to reach TSI. For comparison, Caddeo

et al.9 reported an energy barrier of 0.36 eV consisting of a layer-by-layer degradation of

MAPbI3 in water. Lin et al.38 reported a larger energy barrier (greater than 0.5 eV) when
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a) b)

Figure 7.3: Reconstructed free energy surface of dissolution of MAPbI3 in water from
metadynamic simulation. a) gives the free energy landscape of the dissolution process of

MAPbI3 in water. b) is the contour plot of the free energy surface. Arrows point steps on
the dissolution pathway.

dissolving an I– from CsPbI3 surface in water. Releasing the I– is a competition between

the hydration by water molecules and the electrostatic attraction to atoms on the surface

and in the bulk of MAPbI3. From a thermodynamic point of view, the dissolution phe-

nomenon is an effect of compensating electrostatic energy stored in the MAPbI3 surface by

heat released from the hydration of the I– . This process is further promoted by the entropy

gain during I– entering water. Detailed thermodynamic analysis of the overall dissolution

process is discussed in the following section. Both the hydrophilicity of I– and MA+ ion and

the intrinsic low electrostatic energy of MAPbI3
16,71 contribute to these very low energy

barriers in Fig. 7.3.

Simulations of NaCl dissolution in water identify a clear preference for the dissolution
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of Cl– as the initial step over Na+ 39,50,68. To investigate the preference of ions leaving

MAPbI3 surface at the beginning of the dissolution process, we performed an alternative

metadynamic simulation where the dissolution starts with MA+. The FES of dissolution

of MA+ is constructed and it renders a deeper energy basin (∼ 0.31 eV), see Fig. S1 in

Appendix A supporting materials. However, we only obtained the FES for the initial basin

of the dissolution of MA+. We find that the initial basin of MA+ dissolution is much

wider and deeper than the case of I– ion. Although we use relative large Gaussian height

and weight, it is hard to explore the sequent stages of MA+ dissolution in water. A larger

Gaussian will accelerate the exploration, however, the sacrifice of accuracy is expected. Due

to the capability of our facility and limited time, we stopped here for exploring the sequent

FES of MA+ dissolution in water. The shape and rotational property of MA+ ion may

contribute to the large initial basin.

The difference of the initial basins indicates I– is relatively easier to dissolve in water.

Although −NH +
3 group of MA+ is hydrophilic, the connected −CH3 group is hydrophobic.

When dissolving MA+ in water, the hydrophobic −CH3 group needs more space to settle

in the water molecules15. Seeking for more space in water molecule network and breaking

the interactions of MA+ with surrounding ions in MAPbI3 surface together lead to a higher

energy barrier for the first dissolution of MA+. As a result, the lower energy barrier suggests

a priority of I– leaving the surface. Note that in the supporting information of Caddeo

et al.9, their simulation indicates that the first step of the dissolution MAI-terminated

surface in water is releasing MA+ at 5 ps. Differently, during our over 33.5 ps simulation

time including equilibrium relaxation and metadynamics, we only observe the dissolution of

one I– ion in water. Liu et al.39 indicated a forcefield-based description of NaCl dissolution

in water failed to capture a preference for Cl– over Na+ dissolution. Limitations related

to a proper description of bond breaking or formation in the empirical potential framework

may contribute to this discrepancy.

It is worthy to note that we did not observe any decomposition of MA+ cation during
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the whole simulation. Compared with the high deprotonation energy (∼4.03 eV) of MA+

cation12, the low energy barrier of releasing I– suggests the initial degradation MAPbI3

in water is the dissolution of MAI-terminated layer into water solute. It is meaningful

to mention that the energy barrier of transformation of the PbI2 2D-planer layer to PbI2

trigonal configuration is around 0.26 eV14. Considering the low energy barriers of dissolving

I– in water as well the low energy barriers of decomposition of Pb−I layer, the overall

degradation energy barrier of MAPbI3 dissolution in water is less than 0.3 eV.

7.3.2 Thermodynamics of MAPbI3 dissolution in water

Followed by the discussion of the initial process of MAPbI3 dissolution in water, the thermo-

dynamic analysis of the overall decomposition proceeds in this section. It is also intriguing

to investigate how CsPbI3 reacts with water as a comparison. The dissolution of MAPbI3

via water can be described as follows:

CH3NH3PbI3(s)
∆Gdiss−−−−→ CH3NH+

3 (aq) + I−(aq) + PbI2(s) . (7.3.1)

Estimation of the change of the Gibbs free energy(∆G◦T ) between the reactants and

products is a standard approach for predicting whether a reaction or process will occur

spontaneously. Combination of the density functional theory (DFT) calculation with addi-

tional thermodynamic data (see Chap. 7 in Ref. Sholl and Steckel59) is used to predict ∆G◦T

of phase separation of MAPbI3
62. Kye et al.33 utilize an ab initio thermodynamic formal-

ism with the effect of solution to investigate the behaviour of defects on phase stability of

CsPbI3. Here, we apply the combination of theoretical and experimental data to estimate

the Gibbs free energy change (∆Gdiss) of MAPbI3 dissolution in water at temperature T as

stated in Eq. (7.3.1). According to Sholl and Steckel59, G◦T can be expressed as,

G◦T = Etot + µ̃◦T . (7.3.2)
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Figure 7.4: A thermodynamic cycle for the calculation of the dissolution Gibbs free energy
change (∆Gdiss) for (a) MAPbI3 and (b) CsPbI3 in water.

Here, Etot is the standard state enthalpy at zero temperature which is evaluated based

on DFT total energy calculations. µ̃◦T captures finite temperature effects on the chemical

potentials of species involved which is evaluated from NIST-JANAF thermochemical tables

as well as other experimental resources.

In order to capture ∆Gdiss at finite temperature, we designed a two-step thermodynamic

cycle as shown in Fig. 7.4a. The first step of the thermodynamic cycle is the dissociation

of MAPbI3(s) to oppositely charged ions MA+(g) and I– (g) and PbI2(s),

CH3NH3PbI3(s)
∆G1−−−→ CH3NH+

3 (g) + I−(g) + PbI2(s) . (7.3.3)

During this process, finite temperature effect on enthalpies and entropies of the system from

solid inital state to intermediate gaseous state and PbI2(s) are evaluated, respectively

µ̃◦T = H◦T −H◦0 K − TS◦T . (7.3.4)

The addition of the resultant µ̃◦T and calculated Etot generates G◦T of each species. Related

thermodynamic properties of species involved in the first step of the thermodynamic cycle
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Table 7.1: Electronic total energy Etot per formula unit (f.u.), HT −H0K, standard state
entropy S◦T , the chemical potential µ̃◦T and standard Gibbs free energy G◦T in the first step
of the thermodynamic cycle involving MAPbI3/MAPbCl3 dissolution in water. Here, we

focus on room temperature T = 298.15 K.

Species Etot HT −H0K S◦T µ̃◦T G◦T
(eV/f.u.) (kJ/mol) (J mol−1 K−1) (eV/f.u.) (eV/f.u.)

MAPbI3 (s) −50.93 44.79a 374.13a −0.69 −51.62
MAPbCl3 (s) −54.36 41.79a 313.35a −0.54 −54.89

PbI2 (s) −8.63 19.50b 174.84b −0.34 −8.97
PbCl2 (s) −10.73 19.50b 136.0b −0.22 −10.95
MA+ (g) −32.84 6.20b 327.7b −0.95 −33.79

I– (g) −3.40 6.20b 169.26b −0.46 −3.86
Cl– (g) −3.95 6.20b 153.36b −0.41 −4.36

CsPbI3 (s) −14.25 20.28c 219.61c −0.47c −14.72
Cs+ (g) 3.83 6.20b 169.84b −0.46 3.37

MAI(s) −42.36 22.25d 159.7d −0.26 −5.69
CsI(s) −5.45 13.50e 123.1e −0.24 −42.62

a Data obtained from Onoda-Yamamuro et al.52; b Data extracted from the NIST-JANAF
thermochemical tables; c Data extracted from Hinuma et al.20, Ong et al.51; d Data

obtained from Yamamuro et al.66; e Data obtained from Rumble56.

of MAPbI3 dissolution in water are listed in Table 7.1. According to Table 7.1, it is feasible

to calculate the change in Gibbs free energy ∆G1 for the first step

∆G1 = G◦
T,MA+(g)

+G◦
T,I−(g)

+G◦T,PbI2 −G
◦
T,MAPbI3 . (7.3.5)

The calculated ∆G1 = 5.0 eV is shown in Fig. 7.4a. The second step of the designed cycle

of MAPbI3 dissolution in water involves the hydration of MA+(g) and I– (g)

MA+(g) + I−(g) + PbI2(s)
∆G2−−−→ MA+(aq) + I−(aq) + PbI2(s) . (7.3.6)

The chemical potentials of aqueous ions µ̃◦T (aq) in this step can be obtained via

µ̃◦T (aq) = µ̃◦T + ∆Hhyd − T (S◦T (aq)− S◦T ) . (7.3.7)
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Table 7.2: Hydration enthalpy ∆H◦hyd, entropy S◦T (aq) of aqueous ions, and Gibbs free
energy G◦T of species involved in the second step of the thermodynamic cycle of

MAPbI3/MAPbCl3 dissolution in water at room temperature 298.15 K.

Species ∆H◦hyd S◦T (aq) µ̃◦T (aq) G◦T
(kJ/mol) (J mol−1 K−1) (eV/f.u.) (eV/f.u.)

MA+ (aq) −284.6a 142.7b −3.33 −36.17
I– (aq) −305.0c 111.3d −3.44 −6.84

Cl– (aq) −381.0c 56.5d −3.44 −8.0

Cs+ (aq) −264.0c 133.1d −3.08 0.75
a Data obtained from Housecroft and Jenkins22; b Data extracted from Marcus and
Loewenschuss40; c Data extracted from Smith61; d Data extracted from Rumble56.

S◦T (aq) is the entropy of an aqueous ion. Decreased enthalpies and entropies due to hydra-

tion process contribute to the values of G◦
T,MA+(aq)

and G◦
T,I−(aq)

. Related thermodyanmic

properties of the second step are shown in Table 7.2.

The change of the Gibbs free energy of the second step

∆G2 = G◦
T,MA+(aq)

+G◦
T,I−(aq)

−G◦
T,MA+(g)

+G◦
T,I−(g)

(7.3.8)

amounts to ∆G2 = −5.36 eV. The strongly negative change of Gibbs free energy in the

second step overcomes the Gibbs free energy gain in the first step. Combining the two-

step Gibbs free energy change, we can obtain ∆Gdiss = ∆G1 + ∆G2 = −0.36 eV. The

negative ∆Gdiss of the dissolution MAPbI3 in water at a finite concentration indicates

the reaction in Eq. (7.3.1) would proceed spontaneously. The thermodynamic analysis of

MAPbI3 dissolution process suggests an intrinsic water instability of MAPbI3. Although

the negative ∆Gdiss reflects a spontaneity of a reaction, it only predicts the trend of the

proposed reaction. According to Arrhenius equation, the rate of a reaction is controlled

by the energy barrier, i.e., activation energy. A low activation energy indicates a high

rate constant. The low activation energy obtained from metadynamic calculations for the

MAPbI3 degradation in water demonstrates the corresponding reaction will proceed quickly.

In all, for the reaction of MAPbI3 in water, the negative ∆Gdiss renders a thermodynamic
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instability and the low energy barrier points to a kinetic instability.

It would be interesting to discuss water stability of MAPbCl3. We also performed a

thermodynamic analysis of MAPbCl3 dissolution in water using the data in Tables 7.1

and 7.2. Compared with ∆H = −0.19 eV in Fig. 7.5 for MAPbI3 dissolution in water,

∆H = −0.17 eV is obtained for MAPbCl3 dissolution in water. The unfavourable reaction

enthalpy for MAPbCl3 decomposition71 is compensated by the large hydration enthalpies of

MA+ and Cl– ions. Intriguingly, the calculated T∆S = 0.07 eV for MAPbCl3 dissolution in

water is smaller than T∆S = 0.17 eV for the case of MAPbI3. The entropy term contributes

less to the ∆Gdiss for MAPbCl3 dissolution in water. Finally, we obtain ∆Gdiss = −0.24 eV

for MAPbCl3 dissolution in water. This negative ∆Gdiss renders an instability of MAPbCl3

in water environment. The magnitude of ∆Gdiss for MAPbCl3 dissolution in water is smaller

than that for the case of MAPbI3. The smaller value indicates that MAPbCl3 is less prone

to dissolution in water than MAPbI3.

Compared with a large number of discussions on the fragility of MAPbI3 in water,

the stability of CsPbI3 in water recently attracts attention and is also under discussion.

Lin et al.38 indicated the water invasion triggered the phase transition of CsPbI3 from a

high-temperature cubic phase to a low-temperature orthorhombic phase and they found

that water is adsorbed on the surface without penetrating the interior of CsPbI3. The

appearance of water molecules will create surface vacancies which further lower the free-

energy barrier to nucleation of orthorhombic phase38. Conversely, Yuan et al.69 observed

the CsPbI3 quantum dots degraded in a chamber with a wet gas flow. They confirmed

the moisture was responsible for the degradation of these CsPbI3 quantum dots. Here, we

employ the two-step thermodynamic cycle to the case of CsPbI3 dissolution in water to

clarify these controversies.

The first step of the proposed thermodynamic cycle of dissolution CsPbI3 in water is

given as

CsPbI3(s)
∆G1−−−→ Cs+(g) + I−(g) + PbI2(s) . (7.3.9)
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Related thermodynamic properties of species involved in the first step of CsPbI3 dissolution

in water are listed in Table 7.1. We can obtain the Gibbs free energy change ∆G1 = 5.26 eV

for Eq. (7.3.9). The thermodynamic cycle of CsPbI3 is shown in Fig. 7.4b. The second step

of CsPbI3 dissolution in water involves the hydration of Cs+(g) and I– (g)

Cs+(g) + I−(g) + PbI2(s)
∆G2−−−→ Cs+(aq) + I−(aq) + PbI2(s) . (7.3.10)

Related thermodyanmic properties are shown in Table 7.2. Using Gibbs free energies in

Tables 7.1 and 7.2, the change of the Gibbs free energy of the second step is estimated as

∆G2 = −5.60 eV. The overall ∆Gdiss = ∆G1 + ∆G2 = −0.34 eV for the dissolution CsPbI3

in water

CsPbI3(s)
∆Gdiss−−−−→ Cs+(aq) + I−(aq) + PbI2(s) . (7.3.11)

The above discussion indicates that the orthorhombic CsPbI3 is also prone to decompose

in water. The thermodynamic analysis of CsPbI3 dissolution in water corroborates the

degradation of CsPbI3 quantum dots observed by Yuan et al.69. The energy barrier of the

dissolution process determines the rate of the reaction. Compared with the very low energy

barrier (about 0.18 eV) for the initial dissolution of MAPbI3, the relatively high energy

barrier (greater than 0.5 eV38) for releasing I– into water from CsPbI3 surface suggests a

slow process of dissolution of CsPbI3 which explains the differences in degradation rates at

heterogeneous interfaces: water/MAPbI3 vs water/CsPbI3 observed by Lin et al.38.

Zhang et al.70 first used the energy differences obtained from DFT calculation to charac-

terize the intrinsic instability of MAPbI3 and CsPbI3, considering a decomposition reaction

of MAPbI3 into solid state products

MAPbI3(s)→ MAI(s) + PbI2(s). (7.3.12)

In Fig. 7.5 we show our calculated ∆Etot for MAPbI3 and CsPbI3 which match well with
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Figure 7.5: Thermodynamic quantities for decomposition of MAPbI3 and CsPbI3 via two
alternative routes: a phase separation [Eq. (7.3.12)] or a dissolution in water [Eq. (7.3.1)].
∆Etot is the bare-DFT energy difference between products and the reactant (perovskite).
The error bars indicate a chemical uncertainty of the DFT exchange-correlation functional

(see text for details). ∆H is the enthalpy change at T = 298.15 K. T∆S captures the
entropy change during decomposition. ∆G is the resultant Gibbs free energy change of

MAPbI3 and CsPbI3 phase separation and dissolution in water.

∆Etot from Zhang et al.70. According to Zhang et al.70, a positive value of ∆Etot corre-

sponds to a stable perovskite structure. They proposed the entropy term of MAI is higher

than that of MAPbI3 which will further destabilize MAPbI3. However, from the measure-

ments of entropies of MAI and MAPbI3 listed in Table 7.1, it clearly indicates a reverse

trend. To note that, the entropy contribution of PbI2 cannot be neglected. The over-

all entropy in reaction (7.3.12) decreases and stabilizes MAPbI3 which has been indicated

in Tenuta et al.62. The entropy gains during CsPbI3 phase separation which is contrary to

MAPbI3. The enthalpy change of CsPbI3 phase separation is large enough to overcome this

entropy gain resulting in a positive ∆G that is slightly greater than the value of MAPbI3.

The positive ∆G values for phase separation process in Fig. 7.5 indicate a feasibility of

synthesis of MAPbI3 and CsPbI3 compounds. However, the result should be taken with

caution, since the uncertainty in reaction energies obtained with Perdew, Burke, and Ernz-

erhof (PBE)54 exchange-correlation functional is of the order of ±0.03 eV/atom19. With

five atoms per perovskite formula unit (MA+ is considered as one cation), the estimated
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error is about ±0.15 eV as shown by the errorbars in Fig. 7.5. When considering a water

environment, the Gibbs free energy change of the decomposition reaction mentioned above

decreased by 0.39 eV and becomes strongly negative. This decrease is due to hydration

of MA+/Cs+ and I– ions. The amount of enthalpy change during the designed two-step

thermodynamic cycle for MAPbI3 dissolution in water corresponding to Eq. (7.3.1) is nega-

tive (see ∆H in Fig. 7.5). This ∆H indicates the released energy during hydration process

of MA+ and I– in Eq. (7.3.6) overcomes the energy consumed in Eq. (7.3.3). It renders

the dissolution MAPbI3 in water is an exothermic reaction. The entropy gain during the

dissolution of MAPbI3 in water further lowers ∆G in Fig. 7.5, suggesting the dissolution

process is thermodynamically preferable. Dissimilarly, a positive ∆H = 0.28 eV for CsPbI3

dissolving in water indicates the released energy during hydration process of Cs+ and I–

in Eq. (7.3.10) is less than the energy consumed during Eq. (7.3.9). This positive ∆H

renders dissolution CsPbI3 in water belongs to an endothermic reaction. Interestingly, a

large entropy enhancement of dissolution CsPbI3 in water brings down ∆G to a negative

value, see in Fig. 7.5. This large entropy enhancement comes from the difference of a low

entropy of orthorhombic CsPbI3 and a high entropy of Cs+(aq). The relative high entropy

of MAPbI3 and low entropy of CsPbI3 in Table. 7.1 are consistent with the strong an-

harmonicity of MAPbI3 and weak anharmonicity of CsPbI3 recently discussed by Zhu and

Ertekin74 and Marronnier et al.42. Compared with CsPbI3, the large hydration enthalpy of

MA+ ion and the entropy gain together direct the negative ∆Gdiss. In all, we can conclude

that the large hydration enthalpies of MA+/Cs+ and I– and entropy enhancement as well

as the low lattice energies of halide perovskite structures are responsible for the degradation

of MAPbI3/CsPbI3 in water.

So far, we did not discuss an ionic activity a± of CH3NH3I solution and its contribution

kBT ln(a±) to a chemical potential term of an electrolyte when estimating µ̃◦T (aq). The
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actual chemical potential of an electrolyte is expressed as

µT ≈ µ̃◦T (aq) + kBT ln(a±). (7.3.13)

The mean ionic activity a± of CH3NH3I solution

a± = (γ±c/c
◦)2 (7.3.14)

is determined by its molar concentration c relative to the concentration in standard state

c◦ = 1 M and the mean ionic activity coefficient γ±, which accounts for non-ideality of

the solution. Thermodynamic data listed in Table 7.1 correspond to c = 1 M. Bonner6

and Belvèze et al.4 reported γ± of MACl is 0.58 when c = 1 M. This value is taken as an

estimation of γ± for MAI. The additional term kBT ln(a±) for MAI solution is estimated

as −0.028 eV at c = c◦, which is relatively small considering ∆Gdiss = −0.36 eV. In a

dilute solution limit (c � 1 M), the term kBT ln(a±) becomes negative and drives the

water decomposition reaction of MAPbI3
62. When decomposition proceeds to reach a finite

concentration (e.g., c = c◦), the ∆Gdiss is no longer governed by kBT ln(a±) but dominant

by enthalpies and entropies of aqueous ions (see ∆H and −T∆S of dissolution process in

Fig. 7.5). Upon further dissolution, chemical potentials of the aqueous solution increase

until ∆Gdiss = 0 eV, the solution is then saturated and the dissolution process ceases.

7.4 Conclusion

The water instability of MAPbI3 is a major problem for the commercialization of perovskite

photovoltaics. Explanations of the underline mechanism are under debate. Here, we use ab

initio metadynamic method to reconstruct the free energy surface of the dissolution process

of MAPbI3 in explicit water. The predictive power of metadynamics unravels the pathway

of water dissolving MAPbI3 surface. One intermediate state and two transition states are
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identified during the initial dissolution process. The first transition state involves breaking of

I−Pb bond and formation of an intermediate state (I−MA interactions) at the surface with a

low energy barrier of 0.16 eV. The second transition state corresponds to dissociation I−MA

interaction and hydration of the I– ion with the energy barrier of 0.22 eV. In addition, using

DFT calculations augmented with experimental data, the analysis of the thermodynamics

of MAPbI3 decomposition in water at a finite concentration indicates a negative Gibbs free

energy change which suggests the spontaneity of water dissolution of MAPbI3. It is worth

mentioning that a large hydration enthalpy of MA+ and an entropy gain under aqueous

condition direct the negative ∆Gdiss. Combined with the low energy barrier for ease of

ions escaping from the MAPbI3 surface and spontaneous nature of dissolving in water, it

can be explained why the water immediately destroys pristine MAPbI3. We also analyze

how CsPbI3 reacts with water from the thermodynamic point of view. It is found that the

Gibbs free energy change of dissolution CsPbI3 in water is also a negative value similar to the

value of MAPbI3, which is consistent with experimental observation of CsPbI3 degradation

in a moist environment. Compared with MAPbI3, a large entropy enhancement of Cs+

dominates the negative ∆Gdiss for CsPbI3 dissolution in water. Our explanation provides a

deeper insight into the water instability of MAPbI3 and presents a perspective on improving

the instability of perovskite photovoltaics in the future.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

It is the long-term instability of hybrid halide perovskites that hinders the next development

of large-scale fabrication. The main project in this thesis is to investigate the instability

which is explored by using the first principles method.

At the beginning of this thesis, the characterization of this instability of CH3NH3PbI3

is performed by estimating the reaction enthalpy between the reactants and the product.

It is found that CH3NH3PbI3 possesses a near-zero reaction enthalpy ∆H◦0 K = 0.05 eV

which renders a margin condition at the stability. By combination calculated data with

thermodynamic data, we found that finite temperature effect tends to stabilize CH3NH3PbI3

∆G◦300 K = 0.16 eV. However, this Gibbs free energy change of reactants and products are

still close to zero. It means the stability will be easily perturbed by external stimuli.

By characterization of the intrinsic instability of hybrid halide perovskites, the extension

of Born–Haber cycle to the hybrid halide perovskites was achieved to decompose the reaction

enthalpy. Analysis of Born–Haber cycle of CH3NH3PbI3, we pinpointed the ionization

energy of A site cation affecting this reaction enthalpy. Hence, a criterion was proposed to

screen cations for alternative perovskite absorber for photovoltaics.
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Encouraged from a four-membered ring cation as a precursor for synthesizing per-

ovskite structure, we theoretically proposed a hybrid halide perovskite structure with three-

membered ring cation centring the structure. A more favorable reaction enthalpy ∼ 0.15 eV

lower than the value of CH3NH3PbI3 (the lower the more stable). The size of this three-

membered ring is slightly smaller than CH3NH +
3 . These parameters suggested better

formability for an alternative perovskite absorber. And this three-membered ring based

structure rendered a very promising bandgap 1.5 eV. However, we noticed an instability

of the three-membered ring cation itself. Halide ions and water molecules will open the

ring. Further investigation of the instability, we found that ring-opened cation in the Pb−I

framework has a lower total energy ∆E = 0.7 eV compared with AZRPbI3. Besides, the

water invasion of AZRPbI3 will further lower the energy of corresponding products which

is 1.6 eV lower than the total energy of AZRPbI3. The nucleophilicity of water, high ring

strain of aziridinium and low lattice energy of hybrid halide perovskite are responsible for

this hydrolysis reaction.

Degradation mechanism of CH3NH3PbI3 in liquid water is also very important when

cracks appear on the encapsulation layer. We used metadynamics to estimate the energy

barrier of the initial dissolution of CH3NH3PbI3 in water. A very low energy barrier 0.18 eV

suggested a fast and ease initial degradation process. Furthermore, we analyzed Gibbs

free energy change considering dissolution in water. Both CH3NH3PbI3 and CsPbI3 had

around −0.3 eV Gibbs free energy change which indicated both the perovskite had a trend

of dissolution in liquid water. Intriguingly, it was found a large hydration enthalpy of

CH3NH +
3 and an entropy gain was responsible for the degradation of CH3NH3PbI3 in

water. And a large entropy enhancement of Cs+ dominates the Gibbs free energy change

leading the degradation of CsPbI3 in water.
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Supporting Information 

Unraveling the Water Degradation Mechanism of CH3NH3PbI3 

Chao Zheng∗  and Oleg Rubel ∗ 

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, McMaster University, 

1280 Main Street West, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4L8, Canada 

The free energy surface of MA+ dissolution in water is plotted in FIG. S1. This free energy 
surface is only for initial basin. It is obtained via ~4.7 ps metadynamics with a Gaussian height 
of 0.026 and a Gaussian weight of 0.014 and a continuous ~4.6 ps metadynamic calculation 
with a Gaussian height of 0.052 and a Gaussian weight of 0.018. We found the case of MA+ 
calculation took much longer time staying at the initial basin. Due to the capability of our facility 
and limited time, we stopped for exploring the sequent free energy surface of MA+ dissolution 
in water.  

  

 
FIG. S1. (a) Free energy surface of initial basin of I− dissolution in water. (b) Contour of the free energy surface of I− 
dissolution in water. (c) Free energy surface of initial basin of MA+ dissolution in water. (d) Contour of the free energy 
surface of MA+ dissolution in water. 
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Comparing FIG. S1(a) and FIG. S1(c), we found the initial basin of MA+ dissolution in water is 

deeper (~0.15 eV lower) than the value of I− dissolution in water. And from FIG. S1(b) and FIG. 

S1(d), we found the initial basin of MA+ dissolution in water is wider than the case of I− dissolution 

in water. Hence, it explains the slow exploring rate and the inferiority of MA+ dissolution in water 

for metadynamics. 
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Structural dynamics in hybrid halide perovskites: Bulk Rashba splitting, spin texture,
and carrier localization
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The extended charge carrier lifetime in hybrid halide perovskites was attributed to a quasi-indirect band gap
that arises due to a Rashba splitting in both conduction and valence band edges. In this paper, we present results
for an effective relativistic band structure of (CH3NH3)PbI3 with the focus on the dispersion of electronic states
near the band edges of (CH3NH3)PbI3 affected by thermal structural fluctuations. We establish a relationship
between the magnitude of the Rashba splitting and a deviation of the Pb atom from its centrosymmetric site
position in the PbI6 octahedron. For the splitting energy to reach the thermal energy kBT ≈ 26 meV (room
temperature), the displacement should be on the order of 0.3 Å, which is far above the static displacements of Pb
atoms in the tetragonal phase of (CH3NH3)PbI3. The significant dynamic enhancement of the Rashba splitting
observed at earlier simulation times (less than 2 ps) later weakens and becomes less than the thermal energy
despite the average displacement of Pb atoms remaining large (0.37 Å). A randomization of Pb-displacement
vectors and associated cancellation of the net effective magnetic field acting on electrons at the conduction band
edge is responsible for reduction of the Rashba splitting. The lattice dynamics also leads to deterioration of a
Bloch character for states in the valence band leading to the subsequent localization of holes, which affects the
bipolar mobility of charge carriers in (CH3NH3)PbI3. These results call into question the quasi-indirect band
gap as a reason for the long carrier lifetime observed in (CH3NH3)PbI3 at room temperature. Analysis of spin
projections and the spin overlap at the band edges also rules out the spin helicity as a possible cause for a long
lifetime of optical excitations in perovskite structures. An alternative mechanism involves dynamic localization
of holes and their reduced overlap with electrons in reciprocal space.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.2.114604

I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid halide perovskites, with (CH3NH3)PbI3 being a
prominent member, have attracted enormous interest as a solar
cell absorber material [1–5]. One unique property of this class
of materials is that they combine benefits of direct and indirect
semiconductors featuring both a long carrier lifetime in excess
of 100 ns [6–9] and a sharp absorption edge [10]. These
features are attributed to the presence of Rashba splitting,
which occurs at the valence and conduction band edges of
hybrid halide perovskites [11–13].

The physics of the Dresselhaus-Rashba effect [14,15] is
linked to the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) due to an interaction
between electron spin and an apparent magnetic field that
arises from the electron moving in an electric field. Not all
electronic states are directly susceptible to SOC. The coupling
affects states that experience a net apparent magnetic field
remaining after averaging over possible electron trajectories.
In atoms, this leads to splitting of energy levels for states with
the orbital angular momentum quantum number � > 0. In
solids, electron orbitals experience an additional crystal field.
If the crystal field lacks a central symmetry, Kramers’ spin
degeneracy is lifted leading to spin splitting and occurrence
of an unusual band dispersion illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The

*rubelo@mcmaster.ca

Dresselhaus-Rashba effect is actively studied in spintronics
(spin currents and the spin Hall effect) and topological insula-
tors [16].

The extended carrier lifetime in hybrid halide perovskites
was attributed to a quasi-indirect band gap that arises due
to Rashba splitting in both conduction and valence band
edges [17–19] as shown in Fig. 1(b). For this argument
to stand, the magnitude of Rashba splitting must signifi-
cantly exceed the solar cell operating temperature (ER >

kBT ) to prevent the finite-temperature population statistics
from enabling direct optical transitions [Fig. 1(b)]. Nies-
ner et al. [20] measured the valence band dispersion in
(CH3NH3)PbI3 using an angle-resolved photoelectron spec-
troscopy and found a rather large magnitude of Rashba split-
ting of ER = 0.16 and 0.24 eV in orthorhombic (low temper-
ature) and cubic (high temperature) phases, respectively, indi-
cating that the splitting is enhanced by the lattice dynamics.
Recent photogalvanic measurements [21] provide more mod-
erate values of the combined (valence and conduction band)
Rashba splitting of ER ∼ 0.1 eV that steadily increases with
temperature.

Typically, the band structure of perovskites is calculated
using a primitive unit cell (either pseudocubic, tetragonal, or
orthorhombic structures), where atoms are relaxed to their
lowest energy positions [22,23]. However, experimental stud-
ies of hybrid halide perovskites [24,25] clearly indicate a
substantial dynamic disorder of atomic positions at room

2475-9953/2018/2(11)/114604(11) 114604-1 ©2018 American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic Dresselhaus-Rashba splitting with ER

showing the magnitude of splitting. (b) Although the band gap is
indirect (�k), the final temperature carrier statistic allows for direct
transitions if ER < kBT .

temperature, which should influence the electronic structure
of these materials. For the aforementioned mechanism to op-
erate, the lattice dynamics should produce a steady enhance-
ment of the Rashba splitting and, at the same time, preserve
the Bloch character (wave vector k) for electronic states at
the band edges. Theoretical studies of dynamic effects on the
Rashba splitting started only recently [26–30], and details on
how the dispersion of electronic states near the band edges of
(CH3NH3)PbI3 is affected by thermal structural fluctuations
are still missing.

In this paper, we calculate an effective relativistic band
structure of (CH3NH3)PbI3 taking the thermal disorder of
atomic positions into account. The disorder is explicitly
modeled via ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
performed for a large supercell. The supercell band structure
is later unfolded to a primitive (pseudocubic) Brillouin zone
that allows its direct comparison with experimental data. In
addition, we explore a possible spatial localization of elec-
tronic states at the band edges caused by dynamical struc-
tural fluctuations. Robustness of electronic states at the band
edges is an important functional requirement for photovoltaic
applications.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [31,32]
density functional theory [33] (DFT) package was employed
in this work. A Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [34] (PBE) gra-
dient approximation for the exchange-correlation functional
was used in combination with the Grimme et al. [35] (D3)
correction to capture long-range van der Waals interactions.

The original structure of tetragonal (CH3NH3)PbI3

was taken from Stoumpos et al. [36] (database code
ICSD 250739) with the following structural parameters:
space group 108 (I4cm), a = b = 8.849 Å, c = 12.642 Å,
fractional coordinates uPb = (0, 0, 0), uI1 = (0, 0, 0.24720),
uI2 = (0.21417, 0.71417, 0.00460). Once the PbI3 cage was
set, methylammonium cations were added, and the structure
was relaxed while maintaining symmetry of the PbI3 cage.
Calculations were carried out using a 3 × 3 × 2 Monkhorst
and Pack [37] k mesh for the primitive Brillouin zone of
a tetragonal phase. The structural relaxation was performed
by minimizing Hellmann-Feynman forces and stresses below
20 meV/Å and 0.5 kbar, respectively. The cutoff energy for
the plane-wave expansion was set at 400 eV. Relativistic ef-
fects (SOC) were omitted from the structure optimization but
included later in band structure calculations. The resultant op-
timized structure had lattice parameters of a = b = 8.661 Å
and c = 12.766 Å and can be accessed at the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC) under deposition No.
1870783.

Next we describe a semiempirical scaling of the lat-
tice parameters to achieve a finite-temperature structure of
(CH3NH3)PbI3 that is self-consistent with the PBE+D3 func-
tional. The volume of the calculated tetragonal unit cell at
0 K yields a pseudocubic lattice parameter of ac(0 K) =
6.209 Å. Changes in the pseudocubic lattice parameter with
temperature can be expressed as

ac(T ) = ac(0 K)(1 + αaT ) (1)

with the linear expansion coefficient of αa = 4.21 ×
10−5 K−1 inferred from the experimental data [24] in the
range of temperatures 150–350 K [see Fig. 6(c) therein]. Evo-
lution of the pseudocubic lattice parameter with temperature
is shown in Fig. 2(a).

Tetragonality of the structure can be expressed as

t = 1 − at/ct , (2)

where at = bt and ct are tetragonally distorted lattice parame-
ters that are related to conventional lattice parameters of the
tetragonal structure via a = at

√
2 and c = 2ct . At 0 K the

tetragonality is t (0 K) = 0.04058 as obtained from our DFT
calculations. The tetragonality is significantly reduced with
increasing temperature and amounts to t (293 K) = 0.01 [36].
The temperature-dependent tetragonality can be captured by a
scaling function [24]

t (T ) = t (0)(1 − T/Tc )2β (3)

with critical parameters Tc = 333 K and β = 0.27 taken
from [24] [see Fig. 8(b) therein]. The temperature-
dependent tetragonality parameter is shown in Fig. 2(b). The
temperature-dependent tetragonally distorted lattice parame-
ters at (T ) and ct (T ) [Fig. 2(a)] were obtained by combining
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FIG. 2. Finite-temperature scaling of (CH3NH3)PbI3 (a) lattice
parameters and (b) tetragonality starting with DFT-PBE+D3 results
for 0 K. Data are shown for T < 150 K even though the tetragonal
structure is unstable in this temperature range. Experimental data
[36] are shown with points.

the t (T ) and ac(T ) dependencies assuming an equal volume
for both cubic and tetragonal structures (a3

c = cta
2
t ) at a given

temperature.
This approach yields finite-temperature tetragonal lat-

tice parameters of a = b = 8.858 Å and c = 12.674 Å at
300 K that are self-consistent with PBE+D3. Atomic po-
sitions of this structure were further relaxed while main-
taining symmetry of the PbI3 cage. The corresponding
structure file can be accessed at CCDC under deposition
No. 1870784.

The MD simulation was performed in two stages: first
preheating and then a “production” run. The initial structure
was a 4 × 4 × 4 supercell [Fig. 9(a)] with lattice parameters
scaled to 300 K as described above. The symmetry (except
for the translational one) was turned off during the simulation
(VASP tag ISYM = 0). Preheating from 0 to 300 K was
performed in 500 steps (step size of 1 fs) using a linear
ramp-up function (VASP tag SMASS = −1). Velocities were
scaled every 10 MD steps. Accuracy of computed Hellmann-
Feynman forces was determined by the energy convergence
criterion of 10−7 eV. Only one k point at � was used to sample
the Brillouin zone. Atomic positions and velocities at the end

FIG. 3. (a) Tetragonal unit cell, (b) Brillouin zone, (c) folding
of the R point into � when the structure is transformed from a
pseudocubic (red) to a tetragonal (black) cell, and (d) relativistic
band structure of tetragonal (CH3NH3)PbI3 with lattice parameters
scaled to 300 K and the symmetrized PbI3 cage. No sizable Rashba
splitting is observed although the structure is noncentrosymmetric.
The origin of the energy scale is set at the Fermi energy.

of the preheating stage were taken as input for the production
run. The production run took 2200 steps (step size of 1 fs)
of a constant energy MD (VASP tag SMASS = −3). Atomic
positions during MD were stored every 10 steps.

Band structure calculations were performed taking SOC
into account. Although the band gap is underestimated
at the DFT-PBE level of theory, the band dispersion and
the Rashba splitting should be properly captured. The
band structure of supercells was unfolded to a primi-
tive Brillouin zone corresponding to a pseudocubic struc-
ture. The unfolding was performed with a “fold2Bloch”
utility [38].

A spin texture was analyzed in the following way. The
spinor wave function is represented as a linear combination
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FIG. 4. Relativistic band structure of tetragonal (CH3NH3)PbI3

with lattice parameters scaled to 300 K and relaxed PbI3 cage. The
Rashba splitting is present, but its magnitude is less that kBT at room
temperature.

of spin up and down components,

|ψ〉 = α|↑〉 + β|↓〉 =
(

α

β

)
, (4)

FIG. 5. (a) Displacement vector δr of the Pb or Sn atom from the
center of the octahedron formed by iodine atoms. (b) Rashba splitting
in a cubic structure as a function of the displacement of the Pb or Sn
atom from its centrosymmetric position.

FIG. 6. Time evolution of a displacement δrPbi
of Pb atoms from

the center of their individual octahedra (gray curves, left axis), the
average 〈δrPb〉 for all Pb atoms in the supercell (red curve, left axis),
and temperature T of the MD ensemble (blue curve, right axis).
First 500 fs correspond to the preheating stage. Displacements fully
dephase after approximately 2000 fs and 〈δrPb(t )〉 stabilizes.

that fulfill the normalization requirement α2 + β2 = 1. Spin
projections for individual eigenstates

〈Sm〉 = 〈ψ |σm|ψ〉 (m = x, y, z) (5)

were computed along Cartesian coordinates (VASP tag
LORBIT = 11, PROCAR file). Here σm are Pauli matrices.
The spin projections are related to spinor components as

〈Sx〉 = α∗β + β∗α, (6a)

〈Sy〉 = i(β∗α − α∗β ), (6b)

〈Sz〉 = α2 − β2. (6c)

It is possible to determine α and β from Eqs. (6) with the
uncertainty of a phase factor eiθ , which affects neither the
relative contribution of spin up/down components nor the spin
overlap between two states. The uncertainty was resolved by
constraining Im(α) = 0 that is consistent with eigenvectors of
Pauli matrices.

The inverse participation ratio (IPR) χ was used as a
measure of localization. It was evaluated on the basis of prob-
abilities ρn(Ei ) of finding an electron with an eigenenergy Ei

within a muffin tin sphere centered at an atomic site n [39,40]:

χ (Ei ) =
∑

n ρ2
n (Ei )[∑

n ρn(Ei )
]2 . (7)

Here the summation index n runs over all atomic sites.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Static structures

We begin with presenting the electronic structure of tetrag-
onal (CH3NH3)PbI3 with lattice parameters scaled to T =
300 K and the PbI3 cage symmetry [Fig. 3(a)] obtained from
x-ray diffraction studies [36]. The quasidirect band gap is
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FIG. 7. Effective band structure of 4 × 4 × 4 tetragonal (CH3NH3)PbI3 supercell at different MD time snapshots: (a) t = 0, (b) 0.42 ps,
(c) 1.75 ps, (d) 2.20 ps, (e) 2.40 ps, and (f) 2.69 ps. The Bloch character degrades at the VBE. Values for the Rashaba splitting ER were derived
from all eigenvalues in the calculation, including those that do not appear on the k path selected for the band structure plot. The strongest
dynamical enhancement of ER is observed at the initial time steps. Data points were smeared using a Gaussian function with the standard

deviation of σk = 0.0025 Å
−1

in k space and σE = 25 meV on the energy scale.

typically observed at the R point of the Brillouin zone
[Fig. 3(b)]. However, the R point is folded into � in the
tetragonal phase [Fig. 3(c)]. The corresponding band structure
is presented in Fig. 3(d) and shows no Rashba splitting as
also noticed in Ref. [26]. A small nondegeneracy occurs at the
band edges due to the field from methylammonium cations.

Experimentally, tetragonal (CH3NH3)PbI3 has a cen-
trosymmetric Pb-site symmetry even though the whole struc-
ture lacks an inversion center. Etienne et al. [26] and
Kepenekian and Even [41] noted that Rashba splitting occurs
due to breaking a site inversion asymmetry. This symmetry
argument explains the absence of the Rashba splitting in
Fig. 3(d).

Next, we fully relax atomic positions in the tetragonal
structure (CCDC deposition No. 1870791) and repeat the
calculation of the band structure. The relaxed structure shows
a signature of Rashba splitting at the � point at the conduction
band edge (CBE), although its magnitude is rather weak
(ER = 5 meV, Fig. 4), which is comparable to ER = 10 meV
found in relativistic quasiparticle calculations [30]. This result
implies that the symmetry of the PbI3 cage is broken after
relaxation. The Rashba splitting is more prominent in the con-
duction band that is mostly composed of Pb-p orbitals (83%)

with a minor contribution from I-p, s (14%). The orbital
character at the valence band edge (VBE) has significantly
less contribution from lead: I-p (70%) and Pb-s (30%).

To quantify a displacement of the Pb atom from the cen-
ter of mass of an octahedron formed by iodine atoms [see
Fig. 5(a)] we use the following expression:

δrPb = rPb − 1

6

6∑
i=1

r Ii . (8)

Here rPb and r Ii refer to the Cartesian coordinates of the
corresponding atomic species. The tetragonal structure with
relaxed atomic positions has a displacement of about δrPb ∼
0.1 Å. Our results are consistent with the Pb-displacement
value of 0.09 Å reported by Liu et al. [42] for the tetragonal
phase. The displacement in a cubic structure is greater (about
0.25 Å [43]), which results in a larger magnitude of ER

typically found in those structures [44].
To link the magnitude of the Rashba splitting ER with the

displacement of the Pb atom, we performed calculations for
a cubic structure (a = 6.29 Å) by varying δrPb with I atoms
fixed at their perfect positions expressed by the fractional
coordinates (1/2, 0, 0) and permutations of that. The most
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effective displacement direction for enhanced ER is along
the diagonal of the cube 〈111〉 [Fig. 5(a), CCDC deposition
No. 1870792]. The largest Rashba splitting is observed in
the k plane that is perpendicular to the displacement vector
δrPb; the splitting vanishes for k paths oriented parallel to the
displacement vector.

Results for ER(δrPb) are shown in Fig. 5(b). It is interesting
that the same structure with Sn instead of Pb (used as a lead-
free alternative to (CH3NH3)PbI3 perovskites [45]) shows a
comparable ER in spite of a drastic difference in the SOC
constant between Pb and Sn (λSO = 0.91 eV vs 0.27 eV [46],
respectively). At first this result may look counterintuitive
since it is commonly accepted [47] that the Rashba parameter
αR is proportional to λSO, which leads to the much stronger
dependence ER ∝ λ2

SO. However, the SOC constant λSO is
determined for isolated atoms and serves as an approximation
for orbitals that are significantly altered by chemical bond-
ing. Comparable values of ER for Pb-based and Sn-based
structures suggest that the vector product of an effective
asymmetric electric field E0 experienced by electrons and
their velocity v averaged over possible trajectories for a given
orbital is similar in both cases.

For the splitting energy to reach kBT ≈ 26 meV at room
temperature, the displacement should be on the order of 0.3 Å
[Fig. 5(b)], which is far above the static displacements of Pb
atoms in the tetragonal phase of (CH3NH3)PbI3. Does the
lattice dynamics provide sufficient distortions for the Rashba
splitting to exceed 26 meV?

B. Dynamic structures

Now we turn our attention to the dynamic structure of
(CH3NH3)PbI3. The supercell size selected in our calcula-
tions greatly exceeds previous simulations [26,30], which
provides a more realistic model for structural fluctuations and
allows access to phonon modes that are otherwise not present
in smaller cells. Figure 6 shows a time evolution of δrPb. The
dynamic amplitude of δrPb near room temperature can reach
0.8 Å, and the average displacement stabilizes near 0.37 Å.
According to Fig. 5, we would expect a much stronger Rashba
splitting in those structures.

Interpretation of band structure calculations of supercells
is not straightforward due to a band folding. Here, we used
an unfolding technique implemented in the “fold2Bloch”
utility [38]. Effective band structures of the (CH3NH3)PbI3

supercell, taken at different MD simulation times, are shown
in Fig. 7 (structure files can be accessed at CCDC deposition
Nos. 1870785–1870790). As anticipated, the initial (t = 0)
structure features no Rashba splitting [compare Fig. 7(a)
and Fig. 3(d)] and serves as a benchmark for comparison
with other structures. The Bloch character of primitive wave
vectors k (pseudocubic in this case) is well defined for the
initial structure, which is indicative of periodicity of the wave
function preserved throughout the supercell.

It should be noted that values of the Rashba splitting ER

in Fig. 7 are evaluated with respect to the CBE in the full
Brillouin zone

ER = ECB(R) − min[ECB(k)]. (9)

FIG. 8. Perovskite structure with two Pb atoms displaced in
opposite directions by the same magnitude.

The energy eigenvalue min[ECB(k)] may not necessarily lie
on the �-R-S path selected for the band structures in Fig. 7,
which can give the impression of an inconsistency between
the band structure and ER values. At t = 0.42 ps, for instance,
the CBE unfolds into k = (1/2,−0.375, 1/2) with the Bloch
spectral weights of 62%. Since this k point does not belong to
the �-R-S path, the band structure in Fig. 7(a) does not cap-
ture the full extent of the Rashba splitting, whereas ER does.

In dynamic structures we observe breaking of the Kramers
degeneracy with the most pronounced Rashba splitting of
ER ≈ 120 meV [Fig. 7(b)] observed in the conduction band
near the end of the preheating stage (t = 0.42 ps). It is a
manifestation of the dynamic Rashba splitting present even
in centrosymmetric structures [21,28,30]. This time frame
corresponds to the maximum average displacement in Fig. 6
and sets an upper limit for dynamic ER. It is instructive to
analyze this result, but it can hardly be physically plausible
since the MD displacements of Pb atoms are still coherent
at this time. The Rashba splitting gradually decreases as the
dynamics of Pb atoms becomes less coherent [Figs. 7(d)–
7(f)] even though the average displacement vector 〈δrPb(t )〉
remains steady at the MD time t > 2 ps (Fig. 6). This behavior
suggests that not only the displacement magnitude but also
a mutual orientation of displacement vectors play a role in
determining ER.

To verify this hypothesis, we created a supercell where
Pb atoms in two PbI6 octahedra had equal displacements
by magnitude but opposite in direction (δrPb1 = −δrPb2) as
shown in Fig. 8 (CCDC deposition No. 1870793). In spite
of sizable displacements (δrPb = 0.5 Å), the Rashba splitting
completely vanishes in this structure. To rationalize this result,
we recall that the effective asymmetric electric field E0 that
causes Rashba splitting is aligned with the displacement δrPb.
When atoms are displaced in opposite directions, the electric
field on each atomic site opposes the other leading to cancella-
tion of the net effective electric field. This reasoning explains
why dynamic structures have a small ER despite a relatively
large average displacement.
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FIG. 9. (a)–(c) 4 × 4 × 4 tetragonal (CH3NH3)PbI3 supercell structure at different MD time steps and the corresponding spatial distribution
of DFT orbitals ψi (r ) for (d)–(f) VBE and (g)–(i) CBE states. Isosurfaces correspond to the values of ψ = ±5 × 10−4.

Next, we discuss the valence band. In Fig. 7, the valence
band becomes too disordered to make any conclusions about
Rashba splitting there. This result suggests that k is not a
good quantum number for holes in the dynamic structure of
(CH3NH3)PbI3. The loss of Bloch character at the VBE un-
dermines the argument about an indirect band gap [Fig. 1(b)],
which implies that �k is well resolved. Instead, the prolonged
carrier lifetime can originate from a weak overlap in real
and reciprocal space between extended electron states and
localized hole states.

For solar cells it is important to have a material with
good bipolar transport properties. It is known that mobility
decreases with T due to electron-phonon scattering, which
is also true for perovskites [48]. The question is whether the

charge transport coefficients of electrons and holes are equally
susceptible to thermal structural fluctuations. To address this
question, we plot the wave function of electronic eigenstates at
the VBE and CBE in Fig. 9. The structural fluctuations impact
the spatial coherency of wave functions at the band edges.
Electronic states at the VBE undergo the most significant
changes which eventually leads to their spatial localization
[Fig. 9(f)]. Electronic states at the CBE seem to be more
robust against thermal structural fluctuations, which is also
consistent with their better ability to retain the Bloch character
(Fig. 7).

To further explore possible localization of electronic eigen-
states, we present IPR spectra in Fig. 10 for structures at dif-
ferent MD time snapshots. IPR represents the inverse number
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FIG. 10. Spectrally resolved inverse participation ratio for states
in vicinity of the band gap of 4 × 4 × 4 tetragonal (CH3NH3)PbI3

supercell taken at different MD time snapshots: (a) t = 0, (b) 1.75 ps,
(c) 2.2 ps, (d) 2.4 ps, and (e) 2.69 ps. A spatial localization of the DFT
orbitals takes place at the valence band edge due to dynamic atomic
displacements. The structural fluctuations open the band gap, which
continues to change dynamically.

of atoms that contribute to an eigenstate. Localized states ex-
hibit higher IPR values. The initial structure [Fig. 10(a)] sets a
baseline for the IPR spectrum in the case of a localization-free
structure. The IPR spectrum shows a clear distinction between
structures at 1.75 and 2.69 ps. A spike in the IPR spectrum
at the VBE [Fig. 10(e)] confirms localization of these states.

Additional spectra obtained at MD times of 2.2 and 2.4 ps
[Figs. 10(c) and 10(d)] confirm that the localization in the
VBE is a persistent feature, not a random occurrence. Thus,
we would expect the mobility of holes in (CH3NH3)PbI3

to be much more sensitive to thermal structural fluctuations
(phonon scattering) than the mobility of electrons. This result
is consistent with a steeper increase of the effective mass of
holes with temperature predicted earlier [49].

By observing changes in the band gap in Fig. 10, we
can conclude that the dynamic structural disorder opens up
the band gap substantially as also noticed by Saidi et al.
[50] and McKechnie et al. [30]. After opening, the band gap
continues to change dynamically with fluctuations of ∼0.3 eV,
which is consistent with the literature [28,50]. It is interesting
to note that the band gap renormalization of such a large
magnitude due to the structural dynamic is inherent to wide
band gap materials only. Furthermore, the renormalization
typically leads to a decrease of the band gap [51] contrary
to what is observed in perovskites where the gap widens.

Finally, we would like to comment on a spin texture at
the band edges of perovskites. The long carrier lifetime is
sometimes also attributed to spin-forbidden optical transi-
tions rooted in the Rashba splitting [12]. Figure 11 presents
the band structure of cubic (CH3NH3)PbI3 [δPb = 0.54 Å,
Fig. 5(a)] with three spin projections 〈Sx〉, 〈Sy〉, and 〈Sz〉.
The Rashba valleys show a spin splitting with the symme-
try E(k, S) = E(−k,−S) leading to a spin helicity. Optical
transitions between CBE and VBE are hindered, provided the
initial and final states have an opposite spin helicity. However,
this is not the case in Fig. 11 where CBE and VBE have
similar spin projections. Using spin projections it is possible
to determine spinor components (α and β, see Sec. II) and the
spin overlap at the band edges. Results presented in Table I
indicate an almost perfect spin overlap of 99% between the
two states representing CBE and the corresponding top of
the valence band shown by the arrow in Fig. 11(c). The spin
overlap remains high (greater than 90%) in the tetragonal
phase of (CH3NH3)PbI3 (Table I). Examination of spin states
in two dynamic structures (t = 0.42 and 2.69 ps, Table I)
reveals no changes in this trend. Thus, we reach the conclusion
that the spin helicity poses no barriers for recombination of
optical excitations in (CH3NH3)PbI3 contrary to Ref. [12].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The extended carrier lifetime in hybrid halide perovskites
was attributed to a quasi-indirect band gap that arises due to
Rashba splitting in both conduction and valence band edges.
In this paper we calculated the effective relativistic band
structure of (CH3NH3)PbI3 with the focus on the dispersion
of electronic states near the band edges of (CH3NH3)PbI3

affected by thermal structural fluctuations. The disorder is ex-
plicitly modeled via ab initio molecular dynamics simulation
performed for a large supercell. A semiempirical scaling of
the lattice parameters was used to achieve a finite-temperature
structure of (CH3NH3)PbI3.

Our preliminary studies involving static structures indi-
cated that a tetragonal (CH3NH3)PbI3 with the PbI3 cage
symmetry fixed to that obtained from x-ray diffraction studies
shows no Rashba splitting even though the whole structure
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FIG. 11. Spin texture (a) 〈Sx〉, (b) 〈Sy〉, and (c) 〈Sz〉 in a symmetrized unit cell of cubic (CH3NH3)PbI3 with Pb atom displaced by 0.54 Å
along the [111] direction from the center of an octahedron formed by iodine atoms [Fig. 5(a), CCDC deposition No. 1870792].

lacks the inversion center. This result is attributed to a cen-
trosymmetric Pb-site symmetry. The fully relaxed tetragonal
structure showed a weak Rashba splitting (ER = 5 meV),
which occurs due to breaking a Pb-atom site inversion symme-
try. For the splitting energy to reach kBT ≈ 26 meV at room
temperature, the displacement should be on the order of 0.3 Å,
which is far above the static displacements of Pb atoms in
the tetragonal phase of (CH3NH3)PbI3. Remarkably, lead-free
perovskite structures (with Pb substituted by Sn while keeping
the geometry the same) show a comparable ER despite a
drastic difference in the spin-orbit coupling constants.

The dynamic average displacement of Pb atoms amounts
to 0.37 Å at room temperature with the amplitude reaching
0.8 Å. The band structure of supercells taken at different time
snapshots during molecular dynamics simulation were un-
folded to a primitive (pseudocubic) Brillouin zone. The most
pronounced Rashba splitting of ER ≈ 120 meV is observed
when the dynamics of Pb atoms is still coherent. The dynamic
Rashba splitting diminishes down to 4 meV as the molecular

dynamics progresses to longer times (beyond 2 ps), which
is assigned to randomization of Pb-displacement vectors and
associated cancellation of the net effective magnetic field
acting on electrons at the conduction band edge. At the
same time, the valence band becomes disordered and loses
the Bloch character that undermines the argument about
an indirect band gap present in the dynamic structure of
(CH3NH3)PbI3 at room temperature. Analysis of the spatial
distribution of DFT orbitals at the valence band edge reveals
their spatial localization in the dynamic structures as also
confirmed by the inverse participation ratio spectra. Electronic
states at the conduction band edge are more robust against
thermal structural fluctuations, which is also consistent
with their better ability to retain the Bloch character. Thus,
the mobility of holes should be much more susceptible
to phonon scattering than the mobility of electrons. The
finite-temperature structural dynamics opens the band gap
that continues to fluctuate with the amplitude of ∼0.3 eV at
the sub-picosecond time scale. Analysis of spin projections

TABLE I. Spin texture and spin overlap between the conduction band edge and the valence band in different structures of (CH3NH3)PbI3.

cubic MD MD
Parameter [δPb = 0.54 Å, Fig. 5(a)] tetragonal (t = 0.42 ps) (t = 2.69 ps)

Conduction band edge
Wave vector k [0.44, 1/2, 1/2] [0.02, 0, 0] [0, 1/2, 0] [0, 0, 0.111]
Unfolded k (Bloch character) [1/2, −0.375, 1/2] (62%) [1/2, 1/2, 0.472] (56%)
〈Sx〉 0.008 −0.026 −0.086 0.154
〈Sy〉 0.238 0.192 −0.001 −0.028
〈Sz〉 −0.245 −0.089 0.083 −0.008
Spin up α (|α|2) −0.376 + 0i (14%) −0.539 + 0i (29%) −0.920 + 0i (85%) 0.690 + 0i (48%)
Spin down β (|β|2) −0.030 − 0.926i (86%) 0.098 − 0.836i (71%) 0.392 + 0.006i (15%) 0.712 − 0.130i (52%)

Valence band
〈Sx〉 0.063 −0.021 −0.033 0.228
〈Sy〉 0.322 0.367 −0.035 −0.043
〈Sz〉 −0.524 −0.452 0.135 −0.187
Spin up α (|α|2) 0.276 + 0i (8%) 0.335 + 0i (11%) 0.985 + 0i (97%) 0.432 + 0i (19%)
Spin down β (|β|2) 0.185 + 0.943i (92%) −0.054 + 0.941i (89%) −0.118 − 0.123i (3%) 0.887 − 0.167i (81%)

Spin overlap |〈ψv|ψc〉|2 (%) 99 95 91 90
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and the spin overlap at the band edges rules out spin helicity as
a possible mechanism for a long lifetime of optical excitations
in perovskite structures.
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